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P R O C E E D I N G S  

[7:05 p.m.1 

MR. WEBER: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. 

I'd like to welcome you to NRC's scoping meeting tonight. 

Can everyone hear me? Okay. 

I appreciate your coming out. This is an 

important first step for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

As many of you are aware, we are at the onset of developing 

what we refer to as an Environmental Impact Statement for 

the Shieldalloy Metallurgical Corporation's facility in 

nearby Newfield, New Jersey. 

As I mentioned, this is the first start of that 

process so hopefully tonight we will be able to exchange 

some information. The Agency will be able to share with you 

15 

16 have some of that perspective. We will be able to listen to 

17 the concerns of the local community. 

18 To set the stage, the Shieldalloy Metallurgical 

19 Corporation has proposed, at least at a conceptual level, to 

20 

21 that site in Newfield, New Jersey. It is because of that 

22 

23 Impact Statement. 

some of the background information to make sure that you 

stabilize its radioactive wastes that presently exist at 

that the Commission has decided to prepare an Environmental 

24 You will be hearing from me a little bit later on 

25 about what exactly what NRC means when we refer to an EIS, 
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and what is the process, what are the opportunities for 

public input to that. 

Gary Comfort, who will also be speaking a little 

bit later on will share with you some of the facts about the 

site, how much waste is there, what are the concentrations 

of radioactive materials in that waste, how did it get there 

and things of this nature. 

I would like to begin by introducing the people 

who are here tonight from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

My name is Michael Webber. I am a Section Leader in NRC's 

Decommissioning and Low-Level Waste Division out of NRC 

Headquarters in Rockville, Maryland. That is just outside 

of Washington, D.C. 

With me at the table is Gary Comfort. Gary is the 

Project Manager. 

Safeguards Division. Francis Cameron, or Chip Cameron, will 

be our Facilitator. 

He is also from the NRC. 

He is in the Fuel Cycle Safety and 

I will introduce him in a little bit. 

In the audience we have several individuals in 

addition to ourselves who are from the Headquarters Offices. 

We have Bob Pierson, Robert Fonner, and Chad Glenn. From 

our Region I Office in fairly nearby King-of-Prussia we have 

Duncan White, and in the back of the room, Marie Miller. 

She is back there by the door. 

Perhaps throughout this evening, if you have 
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estions or if you ha re comments that beg an ansv 

the NRC, you will hear from us in that answer. 

4 

3r from 

Before we pass it to Chip, I would just like to 

tell you a little bit about the information, the documents 

that were on the back table when you first came in. NRC has 

back there a copy of the scoping notice, which describes the 

process and some of the background for preparing the 

Environmental Impact Statement. 

We also have a copy of what we refer to as the 

Action Plan for ensuring timely decommissioning of site 

decommissioning management plan sites. These are sites that 

are licensed by the NRC or that were never licensed by the 

NRC, but require some sort of removal or decommissioning of 

the radioactive materials on site. 

They pose special challenges either because of the 

large volumes or ground water contamination that may be 

associated with the facilities. It is for that reason that 

they get on NRC's SDMP's list. The Shieldalloy facility in 

nearby Newfield is one of those facilities. It is one of 50 

facilities. 

Other documents that are out there is a background 

pamphlet on radiation and radiation protection. 

users guide for what we call our Public Document Room. I 

would point out that if you read that and you have an 

interest in looking at some of the information that is 

There is a 
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available, there is a facility within about 30 miles from 

here where you can tie into that Public Document Room by 

computer. 

system. You will be able to access a lot of additional 

background information that the NRC has in its file on this 

facility. 

There are people there that can help you use that 

We also have a brief summary of the site. It goes 

over some of the same information that Gary Comfort will be 

going over in a minute. 

Corporation has also placed on that same table a brief two- 

page statement of their position on this facility. 

I believe Shieldalloy Metallurgical 

So you are certainly more than welcome to pick up 

that material. 

material, give Gary a call. His name and telephone number 

is in that scoping notice, or I believe there is a contact 

on the end of the licensee's fact sheet. 

If you have questions about the NRC 

Without further ado, I would like to turn it over 

to Chip Cameron who will facilitate our meeting this 

evening. 

Thanks. 

MR. CAMERON: Thanks a lot, Mike. I would like to 

add my welcome to all of you tonight. 

As Mike mentioned, I am going to serve as the 

Facilitator for the meeting tonight and in that role, try to 

make sure that everybody who wants to gets an opportunity to 
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1 express their opinions or ask questions to try to keep us on 

2 track in terms of schedule and to help us to meet the 

3 objectives for this meeting. 

4 

5 
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7 
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There are three primary objectives here. One is 

for all of us to try to increase our understanding of the 

physical, the environmental, the economic aspects of the 

Shieldalloy site here in Newfield. 

Secondly, we want to encourage communication on 

the issues from all of our parties who may be potentially 

affected by the decommissioning of the site, and not just 

communication between the NRC and the audience, but 

communication among all of you out there. 

Thirdly, we want to receive comments on what the 

scope of the proposed Environmental Impact Statement should 

be. 

bit more detail. 

Mike Weber is going to be going into that in a little 

I would emphasize that this is only the first of 

several opportunities for public involvement in the 

decision-making process on this site. 

to detail some of those steps that are going to be further 

down the line. 

Again, Mike is going 

This is not a decision-making meeting. We are not 

here to arrive at a decision. We convened this meeting to 

hear your comments on our proposed approach for evaluating 

what decision should be made in terms of the decommissioning 
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1 at the Shieldalloy site. 

2 In terms of the format for tonight, we have 

3 divided the agenda up into several segments. One segment is 

4 going to be some brief explanatory statements from the NRC 

5 staff on the site and on the process that we are going to be 

6 going through. There will be an opportunity after those NRC 

7 presentations for anybody to ask clarifying questions about 

8 some of the information presented. 

9 The second major segment of the agenda is to give 

10 everyone who wants to a chance to make a formal statement in 

11 

12 

13 

14 divided it up into several interests. 

15 

16 

17 local government agency representatives who are here. We 

18 are next going to turn to environmental and citizen 

19 organizations. 

regard to their concerns about the site. 

this more or less coherent and to make sure that every 

interest gets a chance to express their opinions, we have 

In order to keep 

First of all, we are going hear from the Company. 

Then we are going to hear from any elected officials or 

20 The next category would be labor, site employees. 

21 After that would be any representatives from state and 

22 

23 local business interest, and then citizens at large. 

24 After all of those presentations are done, we are 

25 

federal agencies who want to say anything at that point, 

going to turn it open for questions to any of the people who 
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made presentations and comments on what they have said. 

There are a few ground rules that I would go over with 

everybody before asking you if you have any questions on the 

agenda. 

If you want to speak - -  I think I talked to a 

number of you as you came in - -  if you want to speak during 

the formal part 0:: the presentations, there are sign-up 

sheets back there by interest. Please sign up so that I 

will know who wants to talk under the interest that most 

closely matches yours. 

In terms of ground rules, I would just ask 

everybody to listen when someone else is talking and to not 

interrupt them, and to basically respect their point of view 

in that regard. I don't think we need to see any personal 

attacks on anybody, whatever your perspective is. I would 

just ask you to respect each other's time. 

and to the point. 

Try to be brief 

I think that we have a small enough number of 

people in attendance tonight to get the questions answered 

that people have and to give people a chance to express 

their opinions. 

But again we are going to have to budget our time. 

If you are going to make a formal presentation, I would like 

you to try to keep it to five minutes tonight. Then we will 

see how the time is going. We can revisit some things. 
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[No response. I 

9 

estions on the agenda for tonight? 

MR. CAMERON: Okay. Well, I know that we are 

looking forward to hearing from all of you tonight. What I 

will do now is ask Gary Comfort at the NRC staff to give us 

some background on the Newfield site. Gary? 

MR. COMFORT: Thank you and good evening. 

As has been mentioned before, I am Gary Comfort. 

My phone number is in the scoping meeting notice. Anybody 

would like to can feel free to call and ask any questions 

that they didn't get answered tonight. We will try to do 

what we can for you. 

I am a Nuclear Process Engineer at the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission in the Fuel Cycle Licensing Branch. 

NRC is involved with Shieldalloy because they hold an NRC 

license which authorizes them to possess and to process ore 

that contains uranium and thorium under their Source 

Material License, SMB-743. 

This facility has imported and processed niobium 

ore to produce ferro-columbium alloy since the 1950s. The 

niobium itself is not radioactive, but the ore that it is 

associated with has trace amounts of uranium and thorium. 

This radioactive material is basically 

concentrated into a high-temperature slag which is like a 

glass-like rock. It looks like almost an ordinary stone. 
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It is stored on-site. 

The facility is still continuing operation and is 

still continuing to process the material and create slag. 

The plant has no plans to immediately decommission until 

they finish doing their process operations at this point. 

This facility is located in Newfield, New Jersey, 

basically at the intersection of West Boulevard and Weymouth 

Road. Along the southern portion of the site, there is a 

small stream that is called Hudson's Branch. 

The main portion of concern here is what is called 

the source material storage yard which is back in the corner 

shaded. In this slag yard, there are basically three 

different piles that are licensed by the NRC. 

The first one is called the standard ratio pile. 

This is the largest of the three piles and has about 46,000 

tons of material on it. This material covers about 17,000 

cubic meters of area. 

Another pile that is under NRC license is the 

high-ratio pile. This pile is much smaller, only has about 

3,200 tons of material which covers about 1,000 cubic 

meters. 

The terms "high ratio" and "standard ratio" don't 

relate to the radioactive constituents. It is the 

licensee's terms for when they process the ore and how they 

processed it. 
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The third pile is actually not a slag pile, but it 

is from their baghouse filters. It is a very fine 

particulate dust, which they store out there. When they 

store it out there, usually when the water goes onto it, it 

solidifies it enough that it stabilizes it somewhat on site. 

They have also taken some other actions, or are continuing 

to take actions to keep that on-site. 

Basically the process is occurring in Building 111 

over here. After they remove the slag it is then 

transported by truck into the slag yard. 

In this process, the basic representation of it is 

that the ore comes into the facility. It is melted and then 

it is separated into a slag form, and then the alloy which 

is used by the steel industries and other industries. 

During this melt process, as the material - -  they 
pour it into crucibles in which the material then separates 

into a metal portion and then a slag portion. 

radioactive constitute stay in the slag portion. 

The 

Because the licensee is continuing to produce 

material, the amount of material in the slag, or the source 

material storage yard, is going to continue to grow. The 

proposal is to continue to store the material into the 

source material storage yard until they eventually do stop 

producing. Then they will decommission the site as a whole. 

At this time if the licensee were to stop 
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production and go ahead and decommission and leave what they 1 

2 have on-site right now, they would have about 34,000 cubic 

3 meters of material to dispose of on-site. 

4 This includes the high ratio, the standard ratio, 

5 the baghouse pile, and then any other contamination from the 

6 buildings, from the site, and from anything off-site that 

7 they detect, would go into this storage yard for the final 

a decommissioning under their proposal. 

9 At the current process rates on a high side, they 

10 expect to generate basically around 1,200 cubic meters more 

11 

12 

13 

of slag and baghouse dust per year. 

carry that out in about 25 years they would probably double 

the amount of slag that they have on-site right now. 

So basically if you 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

One of the elements of concern is the Thorium 232 

This basically shows the that is in the slag. 

representation of the decay chain. 

it goes into another product which may - -  or into another 

isotope which then could continue to decay until it gets to 

a stable form. 

NRC, in its review, is going to look not just at 

When an isotope decays, 

the mother product which is the Thorium 232. 

at each one of the daughter products and how that will 

affect the environment at the site. 

It would look 

24 

25 

The uranium decay chain is also shown here. 

Shieldalloy on the site has the three piles of various 
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1 concentrations and that is why they are separated into 

2 different piles. They have gone through different 

3 processes, or there is the baghouse dust. 

4 This slide is basically trying to show a 

5 representation of the various concentrations as compared to 

6 some other guidelines. Also it is called background. 

7 Background is basically what would exist in the environment 

8 had Shieldalloy never existed at this site, never produced 

9 or stored anything at the site. 

10 The NRC guidelines are, in this case, for each of 

11 the isotopes - -  Thorium 232, Uranium 238, and Radium 226 - -  

12 are 5 picocuries per gram for unrestricted release. This 

13 under the Branch technical position that we have for on- 

14 site storage or disposition of uranium and thorium. 

15 As can be seen, the three piles have much higher 

16 concentrations. The highest pile, the standard ratio pile, 

17 

18 gram Thorium 232, about 200 picocuries per gram of U-238, 

19 

20 

21 considerably less. 

has an average concentration of about 500 picocuries per 

and about 100 picocuries of radium. 

pile has a little bit less, and the baghouse pile has 

Each of the high ratio 

22 Another way to look at the concentrations on site 

23 is through the exposures. Again, the background here is 

24 

25 

showing what would be at the site should Shieldalloy never 

gone onto the site and been there at all. The highest 
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1 concentration pile was the standard ratio pile. If you are 

2 on top of that, you are going to get about a dose of 3,000 

3 micro R per hour. 

4 Now, this very rapidly decreases as you approach 

5 the fence line. This pile is not considerably far from the 

6 fence line. At the fence line it runs around 200 micro R 

7 per hour. 

8 This compares to an NRC dose limit for operating 

9 facilities of about 2,000 micro R per hour if somebody were 

10 standing the fence line just on a casual basis. If somebody 

11 were at the fence line, as a continuous living there, that 

12 dose limit would be less. The decommissioning guidelines, 

13 though, that NRC has is about 10 micro R per hour. 

14 What Shieldalloy is proposing to do under their 

15 proposal is cover this material and stabilize it such that 

16 somebody living on that site would receive no more than the 

17 10 micro R per hour above background that is allowed under 

18 our decommissioning requirements. 

19 Now Mike is going to discuss the rest of the NEPA 

20 process for you. 

21 MR. WEBER: Gary used the acronym qqNEPA.qq NEPA 

22 stands for the National Environmental Policy Act. It was a 

23 piece of legislation enacted by Congress back in the late 

24 1960s. It created the framework under which the NRC and 

25 other federal agencies evaluate the impacts of different 
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actions before those actions are taken. I am going to 

describe what that process is in general terms. 

First of all, what is an Environmental Impact 

Statement? I will review that. What alternatives will be 

considered by the NRC? 

In this section I will emphasize both the 

licensee's proposed action, which is to stabilize or dispose 

of the material on-site, versus alternatives to that action. 

We tried to come up with a range of alternatives that would 

reasonably bound the types of actions that may be taken with 

the waste that is presently there. 

What impacts will the NRC evaluate as part of its 

evaluation? Then the last two points will include: What is 

the schedule that we are developing the Environmental Impact 

Statement on? Where will there be additional opportunities 

for public input into that process? 

In general terms, an Environmental Impact 

Statement evaluates the environmental effects of a proposed 

NRC action. In this case it would be a decision on whether 

to approve on-site disposal of the licensee's waste. 

These slides, by the way - -  I see some of you 
marking down - -  there are copies of these available at the 
back of the room. 

Secondly, it would identify alternative actions 

and estimate the potential effects of those actions. That 
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is to provide a common framework in'which to compare the 

alternatives, to evaluate one versus another, versus the 

whole range of alternatives. Is there one alternative that 

is clearly preferable from the standpoint of environmental 

impact or the lack thereof? 

considered such as cost or social impacts. 

Other things are also 

Third, assisting the NRC in reaching a decision. 

It is a decision-aiding document. That is the very reason 

why Congress requires the federal agencies to prepare this 

sort of statement. 

11 Then not to mention the least is that we are 

12 

13 regulations in 10 CFR Part 51, to, in circumstances, prepare 

14 an Environmental Impact Statement. 

required by law and we are also required by our own 

15 The scoping process that we have embarked on, and 

16 we recently noticed back in November in the document called 

17 the Federal Register, is the very beginning of the 

18 preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement. This 

19 

20 that. 

public meeting here tonight is certainly a key component of 

21 

22 

23 the local community, the various interests that might have 

24 

25 

We decided to have a public meeting because we 

thought it would be a good opportunity to solicit input from 

concerns or view or suggestions on what the NRC should 

consider as part of the development of that Environmental 
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1 Impact Statement. 

2 Basically you can summarize the scoping process 

3 into a single question and that is: Is the NRC on the right 

4 

5 
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track? Are we considering the right alternatives? Are we 

considering an appropriate range of impacts of those 

alternatives? Are there other issues or concerns that you 

believe the NRC should consider as part of the development 

of the Environmental Impact Statement? 

These are the sorts of things that we would hope 

to get out of the scoping process and in part out of the 

scoping meeting tonight. But this is by no means your only 

option for providing us with that input. 

In addition to tonight's meeting, there is 

certainly the opportunity to convey comments in writing by 

mailing them to the NRC as laid out in that scoping notice 

before January 15, 1994. 

We will also be looking at other issues throughout 

the scoping processing. There may be issues or comments or 

concerns that are raised that after the NRC evaluates those 

issues determines they really fall outside of the scope of 

the document. 

To make that part of the public record and provide 

an opportunity for you to see how we have decided they fall 

outside of the scope, we will prepare a summary document at 

the end of the scoping process and specifically provide an 
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explanation for why certain comments or certain issues and 

concerns we believe should rightfully fall outside the scope 

of the document. 

What are the alternatives that we have identified? 

They are described, conceptually at least, in that Scoping 

Notice that is available here tonight, and was sent to some 

of you in advance of the meeting through the mail. 

First of all, there is the licensee's proposed 

action of on-site disposal. 

stimulated the NRC to prepare an environmental impact 

statement. 

This is really the action which 

As Gary pointed out, the concentrations that are 

involved in the thorium slag are somewhat above or 

considerably above the levels that NRC has previously found 

acceptable as part of a decommissioning action or as part of 

on-site disposal of radioactive waste. 

Also, on-site disposal, the waste, would at least 

envision that there would be long-term controls placed on 

that land which would prevent other uses of that land. 

may have impacts associated with it, and that is something 

else that we want to evaluate as part of the EIS 

development. 

That 

Other alternatives - -  and I will go into these in 
more detail on the coming slides - -  include off-site 
disposal. Instead of disposing of material on-site, remove 
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19 

it from the site, and reduce the levels of contamination to 

acceptable levels at the Newfield site, transferring the 

material to another licensed disposal facility. 

A third alternative might be some on-site 

processing, which might be useful in reducing the volume or 

the hazardous characteristics of the waste before it was 

taken off-site, an5 perhaps some waste would be disposed of 

on-site as part of that alternative. 

A fourth alternative would be on-site dilution. 

Reducing the concentration of the uranium and the thorium 

and the other radionuclides that are present in the waste by 

bringing in relatively clean material. 

A fifth action, and I emphasize that this is for 

comparison purposes. 

environmental impact statement the so-called no-action 

alternative. Now, a lot of people get concerned when they 

hear that expression. Again, I would emphasize that the 

purpose of that is to provide a baseline or a common 

reference point against which to compare all the other 

impacts of the alternatives. 

we can use to make the comparative decisions that we have to 

as we go through the EIS process. 

We routinely include in an 

It is a common framework that 

To go through these in a little more detail. 

Again, they are conceptual. In part, what we would like to 

hear from you, either tonight or through your written 
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comments if you choose to send them in, is are there themes 

or variations that you would have us emphasize in developing 

the specifics that would implement these different 

alternatives. 

For example, when we discuss on-site 

stabilization, I depict here one potential configuration 

where somz sort of multi-layered cover would be placed above 

the radioactive waste, and this cover would be designed to 

do several things. 

For example, perhaps minimizing infiltration into 

the waste so that you could protect ground water or against 

potential leeching of the radioactive materials. 

be designed perhaps to minimize any long-term erosion. 

could be designed to minimize gaseous releases of 

radioactive materials from the pile or wind erosion, these 

sort of things. 

in coming up with the more detailed information in the 

alternatives. 

It would 

It 

All those would be taken into consideration 

Another alternative is the off-site disposal 

alternative. In this case, there would be removal of at 

least the large volume of material that is presently at the 

site or some fraction of it, and that material would then be 

transported off the site and disposed of at another 

location. 

That location may be near Newfield; it may be 
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somewhere within the State of New Jersey; it might be 

somewhere outside the State of New Jersey. These are all 

potential sub-alternatives that could be considered as part 

of the development of the environmental impact statement. 

I have shown on there the map of the United 

States. The arrow leading to the State of Texas is only for 

illustrative purposes. By no means are we implying that the 

State of Texas should be the potential recipient of the 

waste from the Newfield site. 

A slightly different alternative would include 

some sort of on-site processing. As I mentioned earlier, 

this might be used to reduce the volume or the hazardous 

characteristics of the waste. 

Some of the waste that would be concentrated then 

would be taken off the site and disposed of at a licensed 

disposal facility. 

right at the site, but it would meet NRC's existing 

guidelines for decommissioning. 

Perhaps other waste would be disposed of 

In other words, the concentrations would be 

expected to be somewhat lower. Again, the arrow leading to 

the State of Texas is just for illustrative purposes. 

Another alternative would be that of doing 

processing on-site, but it would be for the purposes of 

diluting the waste. 

In this case, the concentration of the waste could 
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1 be reduced and, thus, potentially, the risk for the 

2 radiological dose to potential future residents at that site 

3 might be further reduced. Something else that the NRC would 

4 consider. These are all conceptual. 

5 The last action that is identified in the scoping 

6 notice is that of the no-action alternative. In this case, 

7 for comparative purposes, we would assume that nothing is 

8 

9 substantial. 

done with respect to the existing waste, or not anything 

10 We would look at what are the long-term 

11 ramifications of that, what are the impacts on the 

12 environment, and are there compliance problems with that. 

.13 Would that violate other regulatory programs, requirements, 

14 or legislation. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

I show here a capital dome. There are certainly 

other agencies that are involved at the Newfield facility. 

For example, the Federal Environmental Protection Agency and 

the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and 

Energy are both involved because they have, similar to the 

NRC, oversight responsibilities for some of the activities 

at the site, which many of you are probably already familiar 

with. In this case, some consideration would be given under 

the no-action alternative to how these other programs might 

impact the site. 

25 I should also point out at this junction that we 
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are and have proposed to a number of these agencies that: we 

cooperate in the development of the environmental impact- 

statement, and the agencies are currently considering the 

merits of that and whether they should chose to do that 

cooperation. 

There are benefits to that by sharing information, 

by improved efficiency in governmental function and by 

acting in a joint fashion to some extent. These will be 

considered both through the EIS process and then separate 

from that as the agencies continue to cooperate and consult 

with one another. 

That is the discussion of the alternatives. We 

I show the impacts in a single next turn to the impacts. 

slide. These, again, are for illustrative purposes. 

The scoping notice that is available describes the 

types of impacts that the NRC has identified that it 

presently intends to address in the environmental impact 

statement. Some of those are illustrated in this slide. 

For example, if on-site disposal is evaluated, as 

it will be in our present plan to conduct the EIS, we would 

be looking at potential future exposures of radiation to 

people who might live at the site in some point in the 

future. 

We would also look at the long-term erosion 

potential and what negative or positive effects may accrue 
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from that. 

or surface water contamination, evaluating some of the 

impacts of this on-site disposal alternative. 

We look at potential ground water contaminat:ion 

There would also be other impacts or other types 

of impacts evaluated. 

comes into play because many of these activities involve 

quite a bit of money to pay for their implementation. 

Cost is certainly something that 

For example, off-site disposal is expected, at 

least at the present waste disposal charges, to cost a 

considerable amount, and that would have to be reflected in 

evaluating the alternatives. 

There would be other alternatives. For example, 

risks from transportation accidents. 

removed form the site, it has to go either by rail or by 

truck usually, and there are risks associated with that. 

Just simply transportation risks driving trucks down the 

roads, and things of that weight. 

If the waste is tc be 

Other impacts would be social impacts on the 

community that may accrue or differ from one alternative to 

the other. These are the type of things that the NRC would 

be evaluating as part of the development of the 

environmental impact statement. 

With that background, let me turn briefly to the 

schedule that the NRC is presently intending to complete the 

environmental impact statement on. As I mentioned earlier, 
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we would be completing a scoping summary document, and I 

have on here February; it might be March, but anyway, that 

is the time frame that we are looking for in completing 

that. 

What we intend to do there is take the comments 

that come through orally tonight as well as any written 

comments that may come in during the comment period and 

summarize those, provide responses as to whether we feel 

they fall within or without the scope of the document. 

We will probably also merge the scoping summary 

for this environmental impact statement with the scoping 

summary of another environmental impact statement, and that 

is an EIS we are preparing for the sister facility of the 

Shieldalloy Metallurgical Corporation in Cambridge, Ohio. 

We had a public meeting essentially identical to 

this meeting we are having here tonight in Byesville, Ohio, 

which is near the Cambridge facility, on Monday evening of 

this week. We had a similar turnout, and we heard views and 

concerns expressed by local communities on a variety of 

issues. 

With all that, we would agree on the scope of the 

document. 

to do to support that document. 

We would then set about the analyses that we need 

We would plan to publish a 

draft environmental impact statement in October of '94, and 

then publish a final environmental impact statement in June 
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of '95. That is specific for the facility here in Newfield. 

There would be a separate environmental impact statement for 

the facility in Cambridge, Ohio. 

I put one caution on the bottom of the slide, and 

that is, as noted in the scoping notice, that the process - 
- the schedule may be revised by the NRC in response to new 

information. 

For example, some of you are aware that 

Shieldalloy Metallurgical Corporation filed for protection 

under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code in the beginning of 

September. Depending on the resolution of that matter, that 

may impact the NRC licensing and environmental impact 

statement development process. 

With all that, where is your opportunity for 

input? Well, tonight's meeting is one first example, one 

first opportunity for you to have input into this process 

either by providing oral comments or by providing written 

comments to us tonight. Either way is fine. We do not 

place any greater emphasis on oral comment or written 

comments. What we need is your comments. 

we can include it and consider it as far as scoping. 

There is also, as I mentioned earlier, the 

So if we get it, 

opportunity to submit written comments. Send them in 

writing to the address noted in the Federal Register notice 

by January 15, 1994. There will be an opportunity to 
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1 comment on the scoping summary document. We intend to 

2 circulate that to people who attend here tonight, as well as 

3 other individuals that may express an interest over the next 

4 several months. 

5 Then, certainly, there are formal comment 

6 opportunity on the draft environmental impact statement that 

7 would be published and distributed widely. We would be 

8 requesting comments on that document within 90 days, so you 

9 would have roughly three months to review the document and 

10 

11 things that you think were right on. 

tell us what your views are on things we may have omitted or 

12 Finally, there will be an opportunity, once we 

13 complete, the environmental impact statement to comment on 

14 

15 

16 

17 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

the decommissioning plan. We would expect that after we 

would complete the environmental impact statement that we 

would then move to the next phase of the decommissioning 

process whereby the licensee Shieldalloy would submit a more 

detailed plan than the kind of conceptual alternatives we 

have been discussing today about exactly how that 

corporation plans to dispose of the waste. 

Certainly, as Gary mentioned earlier, there is the 

continuing opportunity for individuals to contact the 

project manager, to write things to the project manager. We 

are public servants, so, in part, we are here to answer your 

questions and provide information that you may have interest 
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about. 

I would just like to say two things and then turn 

it back to Chip to take the comments or begin the formal 

process. One is that the meeting tonight is being 

transcribed. There will be a public transcript available to 

you if you are interested in that. 

Secondly, I would like to thank the school system 

here, the Delsea Regional High School for allowing us to use 

their facilities here tonight. We certainly have a need for 

that when we have this kind of a turnout. We just thank the 

school system for making this facility available to us. 

Anything else? 

[No response. I 

1'11 turn it back to Chip. 

MR. CAMERON: Thanks, Mike. I think we should 

take some time to allow you to ask some clarifying questions 

of Mike and Gary. The reporter has told me that he thinks 

he can hear most of you if you ask questions from your seat, 

rather than coming down to the mike, but we may have to ask 

some of you in the back who have questions to come down to 

the mike. 

I would just remind you that there is a sign-up 

sheet out there for further information if you want to get 

copies, for example, of the scoping summary that Mike Weber 

mentioned. Before you leave tonight, give us your address 
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if you would like to be kept on the mailing list for further 

information about what is happening with Newfield. 

Does anybody have a question? Yes, ma'am? 

MS. WILLIAMS: Loretta Williams. I have a couple 

of questions. How many sites - -  this stuff, the slag is 
going to be moved to another site and disposed off-site. 

How many facilities are there around the country, and how 

many mainly in New Jersey? 

MR. WEBER: I think I can answer the first 

question. I am not sure I can answer the question about the 

State of New Jersey. But your question is how many site are 

available? 

MS. WILLIAMS: Are available for this stuff to be 

moved, this slag. They had a proposal, the second one, I 

think, was off-site disposal. 

MR. WEBER: Right. 

MS. WILLIAMS: They were going to dispose of this 

at another site, a disposal site for low-level radiation. 

How many facilities are there around the country that would 

handle this? 

MR. WEBER: There are currently three operating 

low-level waste disposal facilities that take commercial 

waste in the United States. They are located in South 

Carolina, Utah and Washington State. 

The access to at least two of those facilities 
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will be restricted severely as of next year sometime. 

that would leave, at this point, the facility in Utah as the 

only facility that I am aware of that would be currently 

licensed to take this' waste. 

So 

Now, that is not to mean that other facilities 

could not also come in and seek a license and go through the 

licensing process, and receive authorization by either the 

NRC or by what we call our agreement state agencies. 

In terms of how many site there are in the State 

of New Jersey that have similar waste, was that the second 

question? 

MS. WILLIAMS: That would dispose of this. 

MR. WEBER: I am not aware of any in the state 

that would current dispose of this material. 

MS. WILLIAMS: What about the nuclear power 

plants? Would they be used to store this type of radiation? 

MR. WEBER: No. First of all, the typical nuclear 

power plant would not generate this type of material because 

this is naturally occurring radioactive material that has 

been concentrated in the process, uranium and thorium. 

Secondly, every radioactive waste disposal 

facility that I am aware of - -  every nuclear power plant 
that I am aware of has not taken waste from off-site from 

another generator, for example. There are some 

complications with doing that. 
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In many cases, a nuclear power plant committed to 

the local community when they began building the facility 

that they would, at some point, decommission that facility 

and remove whatever material they would bring to the site. 

MS. WILLIAMS: What do you mean decommissioning? 

Does that mean that the company would go out of business as 

a certain point, o r  eventually going to - -  go out of 

business in this town? 

MR. WEBER: NRC uses the term "decommissioning" as 

an order process where a licensee decides to terminate 

whatever activity that they are currently engaged in that 

required authorization from the NRC to use the radioactive 

material. 

That doesn't mean the company itself would go out 

of business. 

stop doing what they've been doing with the radioactive 

material, and continue doing whatever else they may want to 

do. 

There is a potential that they would simply 

MS. WILLIAMS: But isn't this part of their 

business - -  that is, part of the waste materials from the 
alloys that they produced? 

MR. WEBER: Part of their operation at the 

Newfield facility generates this waste on an ongoing basis. 

But they do have other activities on that site that are not 

associated with this radioactive waste. 
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MR. CAMERON: I think that when we get to either 

the second question and answer session or when the company 

comes up to make their presentation, they might address 

exactly those aspects that you are interested in. 

MS. WILLIAMS: I have one more question of the 

NRC. In the worst case scenario, say they file Chapter 7 

and they decide that it stays on-site. In other words, it 

would have to be enclosed there, on-site, so the radiation 

would not leak into the atmosphere or into the ground. 

Would it be possible for another company to move there? I 

mean, would that ground be - -  I mean, would that area be 

restricted from any use whatsoever in the way of industrial 

use? 

MR. WEBER: There is an entire range of 

alternatives there. For example, a company might want to 

move to that site and continue the kind of operations that 

Shieldalloy currently is engaged in. In that case, the 

license would be transferred after NRC reviewed and approved 

that new company receiving that authority. 

MS. WILLIAMS: What if they don't? How many 

companies do this kind of work? 

MR. WEBER: There are a handful of companies that 

I am aware of in the United States that do similar 

activities like Shieldalloy is engaged in. 

MS. WILLIAMS: I don't really think that the 
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people in this town want another company like Shieldalloy to 

be doing this type of work that causes this kind of 

pollution. 

MR. CAMERON: I would just ask you to save that 

for the comment section, and just keep this for clarifying. 

But thank you. 

The gentleman in the back. 

MR. VINEGAR: Good evening. My name is Samuel 

Vinegar. I am the Senior Office of Local 2327 UAW, 

Vineland, New Jersey. I work at Shieldalloy Corporation. I 

have been there for 30 years. 

It seems to me there has been a lot of discrepancy 

placed on Shieldalloy about radioactivity and waste. 

If people will look back over the past 30 or 40 

years, 90 percent of the waste comes from North Jersey. It 

didn't come from Shieldalloy was a chicken farm when it 

first started out. There wasn't any chrome there then. 

Then, from the '50s through the '60s, they found 

the chromium was going to be bad. 

clean it up. 

regulations that the government set down. 

Shieldalloy tried to 

They did the best they could under the 

MR. CAMERON: Sir, can I interrupt you for a 

second? 

MR. VINEGAR: Yes. 

MR. CAMERON: If you do not have a question right 
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now for the NRC people, could I ask you to come back down 

when we have the - -  wait for about 15 minutes and come back 

down and make your statement because I know that we want to 

hear it, but we want to try to save this part just for 

clarifying questions. 

MR. VINEGAR: The reason why I am saying this is 

it seems like - -  they were in our shop today, and I saw them 
when they walked over the shop. They have an adverse 

condition about Shieldalloy due to media. I really don't 

like that because I know better. I would like to express 

myself while I am here, and I can go. 

As far as Shieldalloy is concerned, Shieldalloy, 

period - -  there has been radioactive material there. The 

reason I am saying this is I worked in there more than 

anybody else in that shop. I can still run 100 yards in 12 

seconds, and take care of business; no problems. 

But all of sudden somebody is going to say - -  the 

NRC Commission has 15 or 20 people there today. It is not 

so because no matter what we make or decisions here today, 

they are not going to clean it up because they're not going 

to move it. They'll put a concrete slab over it and let it 

sit there. 

But all we want is for Shieldalloy to stay open 

and have people's job. To keep my job. Thank you. 

MR. CAMERON: Thank you. 
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1 We have another question right up front here. 

2 MS. MADDEN: My name is Pati Madden. On one of 

3 the things that you showed where you said they were going to 
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take the slag off-site. And you said possibly in the near 

area. Are you going to allow them to sell this again so 

that they can use it for different buildings for putting 

footage - -  for fill? That's what I am trying to say. 

MR. WEBER: This is licensed material, so the 

concept there is that it would be sent to a licensed 

disposal facility. 

MS. MADDEN: Were you aware of the fact that they 

were selling this stuff out there years ago? 

MR. WEBER: I'm not aware of that, but I do know 

we were at the site today and they showed us where some slag 

had been used adjacent to the site, but on their property. 

MS. MADDEN: No. I'm talking about tractor 

trailer, 18-wheelers type coming out where they were selling 

the slag and getting rid of it. That is not one of the 

options that you are going to release to them again? 

MR. WEBER: Yes. 

MS. MADDEN: All right. You also talked about 

having it capped and then lined. 

lined, and I don't mean to be facetious, but like the 

chromium pools were lined? 

Are these going to be 

MR. WEBER: Again, the concepts that we put up 
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are just conceptual 

illustrations. We haven't set on whether a liner would even 

be necessary or whether that should even be part of the 

environmental impact statement. 

We would like your comments on whether you believe 

that alternative should include a liner because of your 

concerns. 

MS. MADDEN: How safe - -  if you cap this - -  all 

right, fine. You're going to stop it from going into the 

environment. We are no longer going to have it in our air. 

But what is that going to do our water? 

MR. WEBER: That's why we have to prepare the 

environmental impact statement. 

MS. MADDEN: So you have done absolutely no study 

whatsoever to this point as to what this radiation is doing 

to our ground water, or ground or our air? 

MR. WEBER: N o .  

MS. MADDEN: So for 4 0  years they have been 

allowed to have this stuff there without the M C  - -  you've 
done nothing? 

MR. WEBER: N o ,  we haven't done nothing. We have 

the ability to license this facility. 

leeching potential, for example, of the slag. The licensee 

had to run some tests, submitted that information to us, 

showed that the leech potential of the slag was very low. 

We have evaluated the 
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They have a monitoring program presently on-site. We review 

that. We recently inspected the facility. 

So it is not like we haven't done anything. What 

I am talking about here are what are the long-term impacts 

of allow the disposal of that waste on-site as one 

alternative versus impact that might be associated with 

other alternatives for the disposal of that waste. 

Those kind of analyses we have not yet done 

because we are in the beginning of this process. And that 

is exactly the kind of information you look at as part of 

the environmental impact statement. 

MS. MADDEN: You're talking about on-site. I've 

heard a couple of time you say people that will possibly 

live here. We have people living near that fence line now. 

MR. WEBER: Right. 

MS. MADDEN: Okay. That are exposed to this now, 

have been exposed to this for year. Our concern here is 

when you do your survey, we want a very in-depth, 

aggressive, however you want to say it, report done. 

I spoke to someone before the meeting started. 

When they refer to on-site, I want on-site either to be 

stated that it is the on-site facility that is right there 

at the main buildings, or is it on-site when they mean 

property owned by them because they own property all over 

the area now that they've been forced to buy. 
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These are real concerns that we have. You are 

saying that with the water, they have a report on one of the 

ones that they have from the reports that are here where it 

has already been proven that it is in the ground water. 

MR. WEBER: What has been proven is in the ground 

water? 

MR. CAMERON: Can we save this for your formal 

talk - -  

MS. MADDEN: Sure. 

MR. CAMERON: - -  so that we can get some other 

clarifying questions here? 

MS. MADDEN: Sure. 

MR. CAMERON: And then wrap this particular 

portion up, if you don't mind. 

MS. MADDEN: No problem. 

MR. CAMERON: The gentleman right there in the red 

shirt? 

MR. MOYNIHAN: If they do encapsulate the material 

on-site, there will always be a restriction on that land. 

Is that true? 

MR. WALKER: That's at least conceptually what we 

have been looking at as far as an alternative. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: Mrs. Williams was asking that if 

shieldalloy should go to Chapter 7 ,  what future use could 

there be for that land, and the only use would be with the 
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light industry. No other industry could move into that, is 

that true? 

MR. WALKER: No. It depends on what kind of land 

restriction was placed on that property. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: You believe that you are only going 

to be able to restrict that little part where the slag piles 

are? Once you get into those buildings you don't think 

they'll be restricting the whole area? 

contaminated chromium as far as West and - -  I mean there is 

a flow of contamination. I forget how big it is, but it's 

very big and I think you are going to find the same type of 

contamination from the sludge. 

Right now there's 

Another question: The dust from the baghouse, is 

that a scrubbing type baghouse or a precipitator type? 

is that? 

What 

MR. WALKER: My understanding and Gary or Duncan, 

you may want to correct me, but it's fabric bags that are 

within that baghouse. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: It's just a plain baghouse. 

MR. WALKER: Right. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: Going through the filters. In 

other words the dust bag is transported from the baghouse to 

the site where it is stored, the small pile. 

MR. WALKER: That's right. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: At that time it's still the dust, 
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is that right? 

MR. WALKER: That's my understanding. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: You said when it gets damp it gets 

hard. What happens when it gets dry? 

MR. WALKER: It stays hard. It forms a crust over 

it. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: In other words there is no surface 

dryness that can go to the atmosphere? 

MR. CAMERON: Gary, if you are going to answer, 

why don't you get up to the mike so that we can get it on 

the transcript. 

MR. COMFORT: Basically on the site the dust is 

put into a pile. As they put it down, they wet it down 

immediately at that point so that the dust is not - -  
MR. MOYNIHAN: Have you ever seen them do that? 

MR. COMFORT: I have seen the residue after they 

have done it. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: My concern is during transportation 

from the baghouse - -  I mean a normal baghouse, all the dust 
is not in the bags. 

transportation here? 

down and it dries? 

You know, what's happening to our 

What's happening before they do wet it 

MR. COMFORT: Okay. There have been changes 

recently in procedures over the last couple of years. I have 

been at the site back in 1990 and it's changed a little bit 
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on how you would work with the stuff now. 

Under current operating, they'll basically put the 

dust into a truck, cover the truck, carry it over to the 

site. Then they'll dump it onto the pile, immediately 

wetting it down and which actually I had been at an 

inspection of February of this year where I did see them. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: Still dust though? 

MR. COMFORT: Yes, it's still dust at that point 

but it is under a tarp and then they will put it, cover it 

over and then if you go into the site right now you would 

see, even though they haven't just put water on it, that 

there is a crusty material over it. 

Now there are breaks in the crust and they are 

working currently with us. They had been trying to use a 

process where they put I think it was a material called 

gunnite on it, which is like a cement material. Now that 

they found some problems with settling causes it to still 

expose dust that might migrate to the air, so they are 

working further to do more. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: There is a potential problem? 

MR. COMFORT: There is the potential right now, 

yes, and that is one of the things that will be studied. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: You had some figures - -  I 

personally have been around with a geiger counter at the 

fenceline. What happens if a piece - -  you have a whole 
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bunch of small stone, I'm talking small. What happens if a 

kid picked that up and put it in his mouth at the fenceline. 

I mean it could get to the fenceline. 

What happens if that is digested? The kid wants 

to pick a pebble up and shine it up and puts it in his 

mouth. He shines it, what happens? 

MR. COMFORT: Basically I am not aware of, I am 

not familiar with the digestive process of this material. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: You're talking about exposure. 

MR. COMFORT: Right. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: So I am talking about internal 

exposure. 

MR. COMFORT: Right. You know, that will be 

studies but I am not aware of the internal exposure - -  I 

mean the internal digestive process. If it isn't digested, 

it will just come out in the stool basically as a whole 

piece in which there will basically be no effect at all to 

the kid in that time period - -  
MR. MOYNIHAN: But if it is digested? 

MR. COMFORT: Like I'm saying if it isn't 

digested, if it stays as a whole. 

If it does there may be some other effects. 

MR. CAMERON: Okay. Let's go to some other 

questions and I just want to remind everybody that there are 

questions that the NRC Staff does not have answers for or 
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1 satisfactory answers for right now, the importance of your 

2 questions is so that we are alerted to those very concerns 

3 that you have so the importance is in the question, too, as 

4 well as the answer here tonight. 

5 MR. MELON: My name is Ed Melon, and it seems 

6 that most of the concerns from what I have heard - -  

7 MR. CAMERON: Can you come forward to the mike, 

8 Ed? I don't think they can hear you, and I would just ask 

9 .  you - -  let's save this for clarifying questions to the NRC 

10 Staff. I know everybody has a lot of concerns. Let's get 

11 those out there during the next period. Go ahead, Ed. 

12 MR. MELON: Thank you. Kind of a progressive 

13 question. It seems that the study is based on if the site 

14 is to be decommissioned, is the environmental impact study 

15 and it seems most of the questions I hear and myself the 

16 same, if the plant was to operate for the next 15 or 20 

17 years, would there be any changes made by your study as far 

10 as what is done with this material and the slag while they 

19 were still under operation or is it pretty much a cleanup 

20 when the plant ceases to do this procedure? 

21 MR. COMFORT: First of all, NRC is continually 

22 looking for information that may change or be new to them 

23 that they didn't know about, so if we determine things that 

24 are new, we will act upon it, immediately if necessary, in 

25 our next review if it is not necessary but it will be acted 
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upon. 

In this case we are currently doing a renewal 

review at the same time in which there is an environmental 

assessment being doae of the operating process of this, 

which is hopefully going to be out some time I'd say in 

early Spring. Again, a lot of that is going to depend upon 

this process, what kind of information comes into it, and 

environmental impact statements is a much more thorough, in- 

depth process. A lot of the issues are similar. 

They are storing the slag out there right now in 

an exposed form. You know, the EIS will evaluate, you know, 

the "no change" alternative, you know, just walk away. 

We will take lessons learned from that and 

perhaps, you know, create new license conditions, force them 

to do other things, but we are continually learning. 

process is not only just for when they decide to 

decommission but the information will be used as we do 

renewals every five years and our studies on it. 

This 

MR. MELON: That's a little better comfort factor, 

thank you. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I forget my high school 

chemistry here: Ra-228 and Rn-220, could you - -  
MR. WALKER: Ra-228 is Radium-228, and Rn-220 is 

Radon-220. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Radon is a process of the 
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decomposition. It's gaseous, right? 

MR. WALKER: Right, .that's correct. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Is there a way to determine 

how much radon gases would be put out during the 

decomposition process, the quantity of material there, if 

that would be of help? 

MR. WALKER: Yes, that's what we are going to have 

to look at as part of the EIS, as part of the dose 

assessments. 

MR. CAMERON: The woman in the back. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: If you are planning on 

moving - -  
MR. CAMERON: I think you are going to have to 

come up. I'm sorry. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: If you are planning on 

moving this material out'of there, if they decide not to 

encapsulate it and move it to Utah, what would be the 

process of moving it? Truck, train? How would you do it? 

Would it go through Franklin Township, for one, and what is 

the half-life of these particular contaminants? 

MR. WALKER: Okay. One clarification and then 

1'11 answer the questions. 

We are not planning on doing anything at this 

point. 

alternatives are. 

What we are doing is looking at what the 

The company has come to us and said we 
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propose to dispose of this material on site, so we are going 

to evaluate that as well as these other alternatives. 

Now one of your questions was what is the half- 

life of the materials involved. 

The Thorium-232, which was one of the 

radionuclides or the radio materials Gary mentioned, has a 

half-life of 14 billion years, which means it is - -  billion 

with a llbtt - -  it's essentially radioactive forever. 
Now many of the other radionuclides involved in 

that decay chain, those two decay chains he showed, have 

significantly shorter half-lives but even so, since the 

parent material is going to be around for a long time, we 

would expect those decay products also to be around for a 

long time. 

In terms of your question about what mode of 

transportation would be used, we haven't gotten to that 

level of detail yet in terms of refining the alternatives. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Well, I'm sure you have 

some idea of whether they are trucked or trained or however, 

you know, and what I am thinking of is going through 

Franklin Township I want to make sure that if they go down 

Route 40 and there is a spill that, you know - -  I'm with 

Emergency Management. That is why I asked. 

MR. WALKER: Right. 

MR. CAMERON: Okay, thank you. Let's take one 
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1 more question and to the presentations and then we'll get 

2 back to some questions later on after we go through the 

3 presentations. 

4 I guess I would ask you to state your name for the 

5 Reporter. This gentleman right here, why don't you ask a 

6 quest ion. 

7 MR. COLLINI: I want to ask a question - -  
8 MR. CAMERON: Could you state your name too? 

9 MR. COLLINI: My name is Collini. Have you ever 

10 considered an alternative onsite disposal? I know of a 

11 process - -  you reprocess the contaminants, fuse it in a 
12 furnace, bring it up to about 2750. That should bring it 

13 back out again in a very glassine state similar to a pyrex 

14 or a hard ceramic. 

15 eliminate the toxicity? 

16 MR. COMFORT: Okay, we haven't done any kind of 

17 evaluation like that. The licensee hasn't proposed anything 

18 like that. From what I understand from the process, the 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Would that reduce the leeching and 

slag that was actually created in using that kind of method 

and that would have to be a study and that could possibly be 

an alternative as to how they are going to stabilize the 

material on site during this decommissioning. 

23 For current actions and operating conditions, that 

24 hasn't been evaluated either, you know, as to a way to make 

25 it more stable on the site. You know, that's one of those 
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1 things that we will at least consider looking at in our 

2 environmental assessment in the process of renewing the 

3 license. 
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MR. COLLINI: I have done pilot work in the past 

and I have worked for 25 years in the furnaces, incinerators 

and so on and so forth. Now I have done some pilot work on 

sludge and I have reduced it to a nugget and it's 

practically, it is nontoxic. Now if that same process you 

could put a pilot plant or pilot furnace, a small one, right 

there, and do a study on it. 

MR. COMFORT: Okay, Mr. Collini, that may be a 

good thing to talk to these people about after the meeting, 

too. 

MR. COLLINI: Well, I thought I'd - -  

MR. COMFORT: - -  no, but it's good that you 

suggested it. 

MR. CAMERON: I know there is a lot of questions 

out there. What I would like you to do is be a little bit 

patient. 

What I would like to do now, though, is to make sure that we 

get some of the formal statements on the record and those 

may answer some of your questions but more likely they will 

even create more questions perhaps. 

We are going to get to all of your questions. 

What I would like to do is to go through this 

category-by-category, and the first category we have is to 
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hear from the company, and then we are going to hear from 

local officials, and then citizens, and environmental 

groups, and then we are going to go on from there. 

Mr. Scott Eves wants to make a statement, and then 

I believe Mr. Michael Finn is going to say a few words. Can 

you come down and introduce yourself and we will take it 

from there. 

We are going to have a question period for any of 

the people that are talking now after we go through the 

presentations, so keep that in mind. 

MR. EVES: Hi, I am Scott Eves, and I am Vice 

President for Environmental Services for Shieldalloy 

Corporation. In 1952, Shieldalloy bought an old glass 

manufacturing facility in Newfield and converted it to a 

metals manufacturing plant. 

In the mid-l960s, the first heat or melt of ferro- 

columbium using pyrochlore as a raw material was cast. It 

has been manufactured there on that site since that time. 

Shieldalloy is the only U . S .  manufacturer of ferro- 

columbium. 

which is a mildly radioactive ore and the manufacturing 

operation results in the generation of a low level 

radioactive slag and baghouse dust. These materials have 

been sitting on the site for almost 30 years. In 1993, the 

NRC said, "The site poses no immediate threat to public 

Ferro-columbium is manufactured from pyrochlore 
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1 health and safety." This is because if the piles were never 

2 decommissioned, never covered or hauled away, the exposures 

3 to members of the offsite public would not exceed any 

4 regulatory limits published by the M C .  

5 For the decommissioning of the site protection of 

6 the public is a primary concern to Shieldalloy. Before we 

7 can discuss the different levels of exposure, it is 

a important to understand the criteria used to determine these 

9 levels. The standards that are used to determine the level 

10 of maximum possible risk to members of the public require 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

that a certain number of assumptions are made, some of these 

assumptions are: A family builds a house on top of the slag 

pile and moves into it. 

pile for their entire life. 

nearest aquifer. 

the pile. 

of the pile. 

on top of the pile. 

of the pile. 

They never leave the top of the 

They drink water only from the 

They eat vegetables grown only on top of 

They drink milk from cows that graze only on top 

They eat meat from livestock that grazed only 

They eat fish that live in ponds on top 

20 This farm family scenario is one that is used to 

21 determine maximum possible risk for decommissioning 

22 purposes. For the piles of slag at Shieldalloy, if they 

23 were left in their current condition, uncapped, and a person 

24 stayed on top of the pile for 70 years - -  I am sorry, for 24 
25 hours a day, 365 days a year, they would get less radiation 
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1 exposure than someone that smokes half a pack of cigarettes 

2 a day. 

3 However, the NRC has determined that even this 

4 level's exposure too high to leave as is, and is requiring 

5 that a decommissioning plan be developed. Any method of 

6 decommissioning involves some risk. For a practical 

7 evaluation of a remediation technique, there must be two 

a components of risk that must be evaluated. One is the risk 

9 of performing the remediation and the other is the risk 

10 remaining after the remediation is complete. These two 

11 components must be added together to come up with a total 

12 risk for a given project. 

13 

14 

15 

When the risk of constructing and installing a cap 

for the piles is calculated and compared to the risks 

associated with the construction and transportation efforts 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

necessary to move the material offsite, the risks associated 

with the offsite transfer are much higher. This is due to 

the hazards associated with excavation and moving material 

over local roads and highways. In this case, it would take 

more than 3,400 tractor-trailers to remove the materials, 

and the risk of death and injury to the public go up because 

of this. 

The method proposed in the conceptual 

decommissioning plan, stabilization and covering with an 

engineered cover, is the alternative that poses the least 
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amount of risk to the general public. Not insignificantly, 

it is also second to lowest in cost. As a company trying to 

develop a reorganization plan under Chapter 11 of the 

Bankruptcy Code, the financial impact of any remediation 

plan can't be ignored. 

Some major points I would like to leave you with 

is that there is no appreciable exposure to the public at 

this time; that the lowest risk remediation method is 

stabilization and capping in place; and that stabilization 

and capping in place will allow Shieldalloy to protect jobs 

and continue to be a viable member of the community. 

MR. CAMERON: I think what we will do is, we will 

give everybody a shot at saying their formal comments and 

concerns, and then we will come back and open it up for 

questions. I believe Mr. Finn from Shieldalloy has some 

things that he wants to put before the audience in terms of 

financial conditions, things like that, whatever you have in 

mind. 

MR. FINN: My name is Michael Finn and I am a Vice 

President of Shieldalloy and I am also the Corporate 

Secretary of Metallurg, Inc., which is the parent company in 

New York. 

I want to talk a little about the way the 

bankruptcy of Shieldalloy and of its parent company 

Metallurg affects this situation. On September 2 both 
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companies went to the court and asked for the court's 

protection under Chapter 11, and the effect of that is that 

the creditors, the people we owe money to, have to hold back 

and cannot be repaid for a period of time, and we are given 

a short period of time, initially 120 days, in which to go 

back to the court with a business plan, and we say our 

liabilities are such-and-such, if we put this plan into 

effect the people we owe money to, the creditors, will be in 

a better position at the end of the day than if we are just 

closed down immediately. 

It is this stage we are now at of producing the 

business plan. Shieldalloy has liabilities which are 

unquantified to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to New 

Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, to the Ohio 

EPA and to the Federal EPA. 

correcting on all the sites, both of the sites, and we 

cannot or have not yet put an amount on those. So until we 

do, we cannot complete this business plan. With that in 

mind, we have been to see the authorities and the NRC 

understood exactly what we were saying and it is partly 

because of that, I think, that this meeting and a similar 

meeting in Ohio have been called. 

There are things which need 

At the Ohio meeting, we in our fact sheet - -  

incidentally, I hope you will all go away with the fact 

sheet which is on the table at the back - -  the fact sheet 
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said that to cart the material off to Utah would cost in the 

region of $350 million, and people in the audience 

questioned that figure and said that they could do it for 

$250, remarks of that sort. 

I wanted to tell the meeting that if it cost $250 

million or $150 million or $100 million dollars, Shieldalloy 

and Metallurg just will not be able to do it. If it is done 

at all, it will be done by the taxpayer. Shieldalloy would 

then abandon the site, and I believe that the site would 

remain abandoned because anyone who bought the site who 

wanted to continue working on the site would still have the 

liability for the slag that was there. So for that reason 

we have to reject in our own minds carting the material 

offsite and try and work with a cheaper method entirely 

satisfactory and we believe ultimately safer method of 

capping the piles and continuing the existence of 

Shieldalloy as an employer in the area. 

I don't really want to - -  I believe that this 

would be a low priority site on the NRCIs list if it was 

abandoned. It might be many, many years before the NRC 

could afford to start cleaning it up, if we abandoned it. 

So for that reason once more we are recommending onsite 

disposal. 

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Mr. Finn. I am sure 

there will be some questions for you later on and I thank 
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1 you for bringing those economic realities to light. I guess 

2 I would only say that the scoping meeting that is being 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

conducted right now and the examination of alternatives is 

an NRC decisionmaking document and that decision is going to 

be based on the statutory responsibilities that the NRC has. 

We have the Mayor of Newfield with us tonight, 

Everett Marshall, who I believe wants to come up and make a 

short statement. 

Mayor Marshall, do you still want to say 

something? 

11 MAYOR MARSHALL: I am certainly happy with Mr. 

12 Finn's comments. He answered one of the questions that I 

13 had. My concern is, whose responsibility obviously would it 

14 be if, in fact, Shieldalloy left the site. He has answered 

15 that quite bluntly. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

One of the problems that I have being a native of 

Newfield for some 44 years, there are some people who are 

sitting in the audience that have been there longer than I 

have, is that the corporation has been very, very good at 

times, bad at times, good neighbor/bad neighbor to the 

community. It employs people in the community, it employs 

people around the community. 

taxes in the Borough of Newfield. 

to see them abandon the site. 

the citizens we have who live in the Borough of Newfield. 

It pays a fair share of our 

We certainly don't want 

We certainly want to protect 
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1 Whatever is done and, ultimately the NRC will make 

2 that determination, you will have a written comment from the 

3 Borough Government of the Borough of Newfield by the 15th of 

4 January. &'e are here, we have several council people here, 

5 we have our solicitor here. We are on a fact-finding 

6 mission ourselves. We have gotten some of those facts 

7 whether we liked them or disliked them. We will comment on 

8 them by the 15th of January. 

9 MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much, Mayor Marshall. 

10 Now we are going to go to environmental and 

11 citizen groups and I believe it is Patty Madden who is going 

12 to address the audience at this point. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Am I correct in pronouncing your name, Patty? 

MS. MADDEN: As far as the draft is concerned, I 

misunderstood you. I would like to present the questions 

that the environment groups have. 

MR. CAMERON: Sure. 

MS. MADDEN: First of all, most of you here know 

who I am. I also represent a group called STOP that most of 

the people in the Newfield area belong to. It is a TAG 

grant that was granted to the residents of this area where 

we could review reports that have been done on Shieldalloy, 

23 

24 the environmental - -  I thought you meant I had environmental 

and I misunderstood your question when you said speak with 

25 questions from that group. But that is one of the things 
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that we do, we are here for that purpose, and that is not 

only with the radiation but also with the water pollution 

that the TAG grant has been trying to get reports from the 

DEP and Shieldalloy that we have been reviewing to make sure 

that what they are saying verifies what the report is 

saying. 

When it comes back to comments, I would like to 

come back. 

MR. CAMERON: Good. Thank you very much for 

identifying the group, too. 

Esther Berezofsky, do you want to say anything at 

this point in terms of concerns or the group that you 

represent, or do you want to wait until questions? 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: I prefer to wait until the 

question period. 

MR. CAMERON: Okay, thank you. 

I think we have already heard from the gentleman 

who was up earlier in terms of site employees labor, and I 

don't believe there is anybody else here who signed up in 

that particular category. I believe that from the New 

Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and Energy, 

Fred Sickels is here as well as other people, and Fred is 

going to make a statement at this point. 

MR. SICKELS: My name is Fred Sickels. I am with 

the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection in the 
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1 Radiation Protection Programs. I really have only one 

2 comment on the scope of the EIS, and it gets back a 

3 jurisdictional issue that the NRC and the DEP have sort of 

4 wrestled over for a while, and it has to do with the ferro- 

5 vanadium piles. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

We talk about ferro-columbium and the high 

concentrations of Thorium-232 and some other thincs in them, 

but we have a concern about the ferro-vanadium piles. Some 

of our tests, at least as far as I could find in the files, 

show that on ferro-vanadium, we have about between 15 and, 

say, 39 picocuries per gram of Thorium-232. It is our 

understanding that initially the ferro-vanadium was not 

radioactive. Something has gotten into those piles. We 

don't know where from. 

NRC, we understand that you regulate source 

material and these levels are obviously below that. 

However, there is some conflicting information as to how 

these piles were contaminated, whether they did come in with 

a certain level of radiation, whether because they were 

perhaps processed in some of the same kettles with the other 

materials that radioactivity was - -  source material was 
mixed with this previously non-radioactive material and 

thereby contaminating it. 

24 We would like to see as part of the environmental 

25 impact statement that these piles be evaluated, one, to see 
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1 where, in fact, the radiation came from and whether it is 

2 source material or not, and if it is a source material, we 

3 would strongly - -  we would, I guess, take the position that 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

the NRC should, since licensed material was in fact 

contaminated material, that they would take responsibility 

for that because these figures, as far as volumes go, are 

pretty high, but it is our estimate there is upwards of 

200,000 yards of this material on the site. 

With the Federal Register Notice, I read only that 

three piles were going to be considered, two of those are 

ferro-columbium, and one is the baghouse pile. We would 

strongly recommend that the ferro-vanadium be considered in 

the Environmental Impact Statement to see where the 

radiation came from. 

Also, I am just basically here to state the 

position of my office, but I would like to just say that we 

will also offer written comments by January 15th. 

Thank you. 

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much. 

I know that there are going to be a lot of people 

who are going to be making comments and asking questions. 

In terms of citizens at large, we had one person who signed 

up, and I would like to go to her now if she still wants to 

speak. 

Mary, would you like to come up and speak? 
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1 MS. GORGO: I would like to say that I live right 

2 near the pile. If they say that there is no contamination, 

3 they are crazy because at night from the shivering you can't 

4 sleep. That pollution comes in your window. My house is 

5 black. I showed you the picture of my house, did I show you 

6 the picture of my house? 

7 MR. CAMERON: Yes, I saw it. 

8 MS. GORGO: What are they going to do about that? 

9 I went to Shieldalloy when Mr. Smith was there, 

10 and Mr. Marshall was there at the meeting, and they said 

11 

12 to do something about it. They didn't do one darned thing. 

13 Another thing is the pollution comes right through - -  I am 

14 maybe a block away from Shieldalloy because my dad's field 

15 is right near Shieldalloy, and my father couldn't even farm 

16 because everything was dead from the chemicals. If they no 

they were going to come over to my house and they were going 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

chemicals, they are crazy. If they say there is no radium, 

they are crazy. It is terrible. 

So many people in my family have already died from 

cancer. I just had a sister six months ago die of cancer. 

It is all from Shieldalloy. We had three of them on our 

street, two last year. A girl, Holly Leshy, and my sister 

died within six months. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: We can't hear back here. 

MR. CAMERON: We are going to have to make sure 
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that the people can hear back there. Again, I think that 

the transcript caught Mary's comments, and it will be 

available if anybody is interested in reading it. 

Mary, you may want to comment later on and amplify 

on some of your remarks. 

What I would like to do is open it up now and to 

try to keep it somewhat organized. I think there are 

probably plenty of questions that people have for the 

company or messages or concerns that they might want to 

express. 

people might have for the company. 

So why don't we start off with any questions that 

There was one question from earlier in terms of 

what types of non-nuclear activities might be able to be 

conducted at the facilities, so keep that one in mind, 

Scott, and I would ask, can we start off with a question for 

the company, Patty? 

We are going to have to, not perhaps for the 

transcriber but for the people in the audience, to make sure 

you either speak up or come down here and talk into the 

microphone, okay. 

MS. MADDEN: This is for Mr. Finn. When you said 

that Shieldalloy, if you are forced to close, say if it was 

$100 million to take this off, that the taxpayer would have 

to take over the payment. 

MR. FINN: Yes. 
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MS. MADDEN: My understanding was, when you 

originally signed an agreement with the NRC - -  I might be 

incorrect in this, the NRC might want to correct me on this 

one - -  didn't you have to put up money up front? 

MR. FINN: Yes, we did, but it was nothing like 

$100 million. 

MS. MADDEN: I realize it is not $100 million. 

MR. FINN: It was a more modest sum and it 

wouldn't cover the cost of moving the stuff offsite. 

MS. MADDEN: So the monies that are put aside for 

Shieldalloy, not only for the radiation but for the water 

contamination also, is that being affected by Chapter 11? 

MR. FINN: NO. 

MS. MADDEN: So that money is separate? 

MR. FINN: I think I can say that, right, yes, it 

is separate. 

MS. MADDEN: So that if the company, God forbid, 

does go Chapter 7, there is some monies available for the 

continuation of the cleaning, not only of the radiation but 

the water? 

MR. FINN: Yes. 

MS. MADDEN: But not enough to cover the removal 

of it. 

MR. FINN: To Utah, no. 

MS. MADDEN: I really don't think anybody wants to 
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1 see this - -  I don't know. It is hard to say. I don't want 

2 it in my neighborhood, but I can't really see it driving 

3 down the street either. 

4 My next question is, if you leave it onsite - -  now 

5 we have gone through this before with the chromium where we 

6 were told as residents of the area that the chromium was in 

7 lined lagoons, it was safe. Now we all know that that is 

8 not true. They were not lined lagoons. How can anybody in 

9 this room that is a resident, and I don't mean this to be 

10 facetious, trust what you say to us? 

11 MR. FINN: I think if you look at the fact sheet, 

12 I am not a scientist but one of the statements there is that 

13 the slag is in glass-like form, and glass to the man in the 

14 street, to use really something that doesn't leech but just 

15 remains there. 

16 MS. MADDEN: But they also talked about the cracks 

17 and the dust that hasn't formed into the glass, that 

18 leeching, that coming down. 

19 MR. FINN: I really can't answer technical 

20 questions of that sort. 

21 MS. MADDEN: I think this is one of the questions 

22 that we have that we would like to see addressed. The one 

23 

24 turned in said that they did find the radiation in water 

25 around the area. Maybe I have misread the - -  I don't even 

report that I believe was a fact sheet that Shieldalloy 
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have the report right here. So that shows to me, if it is 

not coming by air, then it has to be leeching. 

MR. FINN: I really - -  it wouldn't be proper for 

me to answer that because I don't have the technical 

knowledge. 

MS. MADDEN: Would someone from the NRC be able to 

answer that? 

MR. CAMERON: Does anybody over there have any 

information on it? 

MR. WEBER: The SDMP summary sheet that you have, 

it is a two-page document, it does mention that there was 

offsite contamination found. It was found in the stream 

that is adjacent to the facility. 

MR. FINN: I think she was specifically thinking 

about the groundwater. 

MS. MADDEN: I was talking about the radiation 

that was found in the water, yes. 

MR. WEBER: Gary, do you want to elaborate on 

that? 

MR. COMFORT: Part of this is from what I was 

mentioning before. Shieldalloy has in the past - -  the lime 
pile has had problems of migration. We haven't detected or 

seen any kind of show that it is through the groundwater at 

all, but there have been actual physical signs, back in 1990 

where I originally went to the site the first time, that you 
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1 could see where the lime dust pile, through runoff of rain, 

2 had dragged the pile off the site. 

3 Shieldalloy is now, because of both that 

4 inspection and now because of our renewal process, we are 

5 requiring them to do something to prevent any further 

6 migration. They are putting up berms around the side of the 

7 piles. They are trying to put the cover on. At first they 

8 were using gunnite, now they are talking about putting some 

9 kind of perhaps other material type cover to hold it that 

10 the dust won't permeate. NRC will evaluate those and look 

11 at those as part of both the renewal and part of the 

12 technology they may use for the EIS for the final 

13 decommissioning. 

14 Again, this is all - -  for the decommissioning 
15 portion, we are looking at all the alternatives. Could be 

16 with the slag which is a very glass-like material, the 

17 reports that we have seen are that it doesn't leech at all, 

18 and glass has been used in other technologies for 

19 Not all glass is going to 

20 hold radioactive material. Usually the glass used in high- 

21 

22 proces that is specific to the waste. 

solidifying of high-level waste. 

level waste is done through a very specific formulating 

23 The studies, as I said, that they have done so far 

24 The biggest 

25 problem with the migration offsite is from the dust pile, 

show that there is not much leeching out of it. 
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1 and one of the alternatives may be to leave the material of 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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the slag onsite and to remove the dust pile slag or the dust 

pile residue of the dust because there is problems with 

migration, if they can't come up with a way to prevent it 

from migrating offsite that is acceptable from our review, 

then that may be one of the alternatives. 

MS. MADDEN: What happens with the baghouses where 

You say it gets put the dust is actually formed or created? 

under a tarp and trapped. 

question of, what happens while it is travelling to the 

pile, but what happens when these bags go down, what happens 

to the air? 

Now all of us have had the 

There are so many farms located immediately around 

that facility that people literally grow their food for the 

winter. What happens 

to that food if these dust particles get on it? I know you 

don't have the answers for me. 

questions, these are some of our questions. What happens? 

We do a lot of canning and freezing. 

You said you wanted our 

What happens when their baghouse goes down? 

MR. COMFORT: That portion of the question I won't 

I will take them as questions because address in this form. 

they are actually more particular to the continuing 

operation, as I said, we are doing an environmental 

assessment on that, and that is one of the questions that we 

have been continually developing in this report and that we 
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1 are requesting the licensee - -  actually, we are getting 
2 ready to request the licensee for more information about it 

3 before we do issue it because we are evaluating, what are 

4 the emissions, what is the problem when the baghouse filter 

5 breaks, what is the process. 

6 We know a little bit about it, that they have a 

7 flow control alarm which will trigger off and they will shut 

8 down after that process and change out the bags and check 

9 out all the other bags to make sure that they won't 

10 continue. Their bags supposedly last about three to five 

11 years, but you are going to run problems after that three- 

12 to five-year process. 

13 

14 

They have been operating for quite a long time, 

you are going to have some failures. That is the thing that 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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we are evaluating in the environmental assessment which will 

be a separate document which, when it is available, we will 

be happy to provide you with our reading, and there will be 

the same thing, a comment period, on that before we go and 

renew the license if there are concerns on that. 

Tonight's meeting is more so for the EIS for the 

disposal, the eventual disposal of the material when they 

cease operating, but I will be happy to talk to you about 

the operating conditions at any time after this, too. 

MS. MADDEN: If they cap it and leave it, like 

they would leave it on-site, can you guarantee me that 
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1 there's no way that can leech into the water? 

2 MR. COMFORT: I can't say right now. I mean, that 

3 is part of what we are doing, part of the environmental 

4 assessment that we are doing and also the environmental 

5 impact statement will evaluate more fully to a further 

6 extent truthfully. 

YOU know, so far, we worked on the signs of what 

has been happening because different places have different 

characteristics, the soil, the water, et cetera. 

I think Mike will want to continue on that. 

Michael? 

MR. WEBER: Let me comment. I can't imagine that 

we could ever give an absolute guarantee through the best 

data, the best analysis that we can do, the best information 

that the licensee can collect. What we would aim for is to 

ensure that the probability is low enough or the likelihood 

is low enough so that it won't pose any significant hazard 

in the future. I mean, that is our objective. 

We look for something called reasonable assurance, 

and I know it is not very comforting in most cases, but, you 

know, if we take a cut at it and you feel that there isn't 

sufficient demonstration provided on that aspect, comment on 

that when you read the draft environmental impact statement. 

MR. CAMERON: Gary brought up again something he 

mentioned earlier, which is the environmental assessment on 
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1 the continued operation of the plant and some of Patty's 

2 questions went to that. 

3 I think that the NRC would use the mailing list 

4 that we have developed from the people who signed up tonight 

5 to also inform people of that environmental assessment 

6 process on continuing operation. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
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Now, are there other questions for Mr. Eves or Mr. 

Finn from Shieldalloy at this point? Esther, do you have a 

question for the company? 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: I am Esther Berezofsky. I am an 

attorney. I represent some of the residents in the 

Newfield-Vineland area in litigation against Shieldalloy. 

MR. CAMERON: I think as a matter of course, we 

better just use the microphone from now on. 

could do without it, but I think it would be better. 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: Okay. I have a number of 

I was hoping we 

questions, but this in particular is directed at Mr. Eves, 

who made the statement that there is no evidence that the 

radionuclides have migrated off site, and I was somewhat 

perplexed by that and I was wondering if you were aware of 

either the Oak Ridge study as well as the EPA evaluation of 

the Oak Ridge study which in fact and indeed found that 

there has been significant migration off-site of the 

radioactive materials into the community. 

MR. CAMERON: Mr. Eves, I think you probably 
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better come down, if you could. 1t.sounds like it is more 

than a yes or a no answer. 

M R .  EVES: I don't think that I said in my 

presentation that the radionuclides had never migrated off- 

site. They have. There's extremely low levels found in 

Hudson's Branch in surface water and that may be mentioned 

in the report that you are speaking of. 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: My understanding is there is 

evidence of migration and more than just Hudson's Branch. 

Are you making the statement that the only evidence that you 

are aware of of off-site migration of radioactive materials 

is into the Hudson's Branch? 

MR. EVES: The only migration of source materials 

that I am aware of is in Hudson's Branch, that's correct. 

MR. CAMERON: Okay. While we have Mr. Eves down 

here, and we will come back to you for further comment, 

Esther, while we have Mr. Eves here, are there some 

questions for Mr. Eves or Mr. Finn? Yes, ma'am? 

MS. GATTO: I live on Rena Street right in back of 

the plant. 

up the street. Could you tell me what it is? I had Mr. 

Okioki out there years and years ago. 

all up the street. 

middle of the night that they used to let this whatever come 

out. If you want to come and see the houses up on Rena 

My house is turning orange and many, many more 

It is all orange and 

And I called them many times in the 
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Street, they are all orange. 

MR. EVES: I will come and look at your house. I 

have never seen it; I couldn't comment on why it is orange. 

MS. GATTO: Were you with Mr. Okioki at the time? 

MR. SMITH: Yes. 

MS. GATTO: Yes. He came to my house, too - -  Mr. 

Smith. So I don't know what it is, but all the houses up 

the street are turning orange. In fact, one girl was on 

television a couple of years ago. 

MR. CAMERON: I think that from what Mr. Eves said 

that the company would be willing to come out and take a 

look. 

MS. GATTO: That was ten years ago. 

MR. CAMERON: The woman in the back from the 

Emergency Response? I think you are going to have to come 

down or yell. 

MS. BILLINGS: How far down the Branch did you 

find the radioactive material? 

MR. EVES: From the facility across Northwest 

Boulevard and down as far as the - -  I think it's the 
Vineland Carwash on Weymouth Road. 

MS. BILLINGS: To where? 

MR. EVES: The Vineland Carwash, North Vineland 

Carwash on Weymouth Road. 

MR. CAMERON: Okay. Go ahead, sir, in the back. 
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MR. MOYNIHAN: The company now is bringing the 

chromium back. You are bringing them back, you putting them 

through something like a deionizer or a reverse osmosis 

deionizer, whatever. I want to know, number one, after the 

chromium is purified according to you, does it meet the 

Clean Drinking Water Act when it is discharged back into the 

Hudson Branch? 

MR. EVES: Yes, it does. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: It meets the drinking water 

standard? 

MR. EVES: For chromium, that is correct. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: For chromium. 

MR. EVES: Yes. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: I am saying for drinking. 

MR. EVES: The general answer would be yes. The 

specific answer is that the remediation technique is for 

chromium and that is really all we measure on a routine 

basis. 

contaminants in there. 

There is no reason to think there would be any other 

MR. MOYNIHAN: The resin in that purifier or 

whatever you call it, the deionizer, the resin - -  
MR. EVES: Let's back up for a minute, if I may 

interrupt you. It is an electrochemical cell. There are no 

resins in the system at all. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: There are no resins. 
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MR. EVES: That's correct. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: That's not what you told our 

counsel. 

MR. FINN: The system has changed. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: Oh, it has changed. 

MR. EVES: This is a system that was put in at the 

very end of last year. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: Oh. A question to this gentleman, 

or just a comment. 

MR. CAMERON: I would just say that I know that 

everybody has questions for the company, and indeed we asked 

you to ask them. There is a dialogue that can occur between 

the company and the community that might be broader than the 

decommissioning alternatives that the NRC is looking at now. 

But why don't you go ahead and ask your question. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: My comment is that you said glass 

does not leach. That is not true. 

It sounds like it is a foregone conclusion on the 

part of the company that if you cannot clean this stuff on 

site, you are going to monitor it. You can't afford to move 

it off-site, true? My assumption is this, that we will be 

monitoring wells, piles, that we will be air monitoring - -  
MR. FINN: On somewhat of a regular basis. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: Some type of air monitoring. 

Assume even though you get the okay to encapsulate on-site, 
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your business plans do not work out and you still must go to 

Chapter 7. 

whatever the year may be? 

Who monitors this site until the year 2020 or 

MR. FINN: I don't know. 

MR. MOYNIHAN: You don't know. In other words, 

even if you get the okay to do what you want to do and your 

business plans 50 not become what you need them to do, we 

are still stuck with the monitoring, or who is? 

MR. CAMERON: I think that that is probably a 

question that the NRC might be able to shed some light on in 

the context that it was asked. 

like to address that? 

Would anybody from the NRC 

MR. WEBER: The question is who is going to 

monitor the site if Shieldalloy liquidates under Chapter 7. 

If that occurred, there are a couple of options that we 

would be facing in terms of what is to be done with the 

contamination on site. One option, and we haven't pursued 

this with the Federal EPA yet, but certainly Superfund is 

out there and we would be hurriedly discussing with them as 

well as the state what opportunities exist through that 

program. 

Another option might be, for example, the 

Department of Energy. 

produced at this facility that was sold to the government 

for defense nuclear purposes, but in the past the Department 

I am not aware that any material was 
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1 has taken contaminated sites either legislatively or on 

2 their own initiative when there has been indications that 

3 material was sold to the government for some purpose. 

4 Now, under both of those scenarios, whatever 

5 remedy was selected, there would probably be some 

6 institutional controls set up to provide for the kind of 

7 monitozing that will be necessary to ensure that the 

8 material stayed put and to ensure that there is continuing 

9 protection of the local citizens as well as the environment 

10 in general. 

11 In addition, NRC retains its authority for this 

12 material and it is likely that we would continue to perform 

13 some sort of ongoing monitoring to confirm whatever 

14 measurements were taken or, at the very least, reviewing the 

15  monitor data collected by what everybody is out there taking 

16 this kind of information. 

1 7  MR. CAMERON: Would that type of information, that 

18 type of material be addressed in the generic environmental - 

19 - or in the environmental impact statement on the decision? 

20 Would some of that information be presented? 

21 MR. WEBER: In terms of the on-site disposal 

22 alternative, there would be consideration of what mechanisms 

23 would exist to continue to monitor that as well as do you 

24  need to maintain fences and what kind of property notices do 

25 you need and boundary markers and site notifications and all 
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sorts of things like that. So that will be considered, yes. 

MR. CAMERON: I know there are going to be more 

questions for Mr. Finn and Mr. Eves, but I think what I 

will do is - -  you can either stay up here or sit down - -  but 

open it up for questions generally from people who we have 

not heard from so far. 

pearls. Can you come up, please. 

I would ask the lady with the 

MS. BLANDINO: My question is for the NRC. 

Now, the one gentleman said that in the event that 

this company went to Chapter 7 and abandoned this site, that 

perhaps - -  this is a regulated, a licensed proces - -  perhaps 

sometime in the future another company might want to come in 

there and proceed with the same process that Shieldalloy is 

doing now. 

Now, what my question is, is who regulates who 

comes in there and who doesn't? 

the scope of the NRC or does the borough council have 

anything to say about the future use of that plant. 

Is this going to stay in 

MR. WEBER: In terms of the authority, the 

authority continues with the NRC. 

MS. BLANDINO: Will borough be invited to comment 

on that, have any say whatsoever, or is it just anybody that 

the NRC wants, they say okay, you go ahead, you go back in 

and you continue with this process. 

MR. WEBER: I think it is fair to say we are 
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always interested in hearing from local government 

institutions as well as other organizations on their views 

with respect to future use of the property. 

MS. BLANDINO: Their views will be listened to, 

but there will be no - -  we will have no control whatsoever. 

Do I understand that right? 

MR. WEBER: Well, the concern here is that the NRC 

as a Federal agency can't delegate its authority to make 

decisions to anybody other than itself. 

MS. BLANDINO: Will they consider the wants of the 

local government and the people? 

MR. WEBER: Certainly. 

MS. BLANDINO: Will that have any effect 

whatsoever on their determination of what will go in there 

in the future, if anything? 

MR. WEBER: I can't commit one way or the other. 

It would depend on the circumstances. 

MR. CAMERON: I guess I would just clarify for you 

there, if I get the gist of your question, is that in 

addition to all of the procedures that allow members of the 

public and local government to participate in any decisions 

the NRC makes in regard to use of radioactive material at a 

site, the local government still has, you know, it's usual 

zoning authority under police power in terms of what types 

of facilities it wants to have in its community. 
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MS. BLANDINO: I have been in Newfield since 1939, 

and prior to Metallurgical going in there, that was the 

Newfield Glass Company and they had that big tank there and 

the pipe and the tanks went in there to melt the glass, and 

I understand that Shieldalloy has utilized that. 

Now, somewhere along the line, this chromium 

process moved in there and this other stuff moved in there, 

and I don't recall the borough council ever having anything 

to say about that. We are stuck with this now, as near as I 

can see. I just want to know why the local government - -  

could we, with our zoning and this and that, keep that from 

ever being used for this again? 

MR. CAMERON: Those questions, you know, obviously 

would have to be addressed to your local government rather 

than to the NRC. 

MS. BLANDINO: I don't think they know anything 

more about it than I do, what is going to happen in the 

future. 

MR. CAMERON: It sounds like they are here to find 

out. 

This gentleman right here. 

MR. SHEELER: This is a question - -  you know, you 
have the NRC here now. They have addressed it. 

under Chapter 11 at this point in time. 

to come up with a plan to reorganize monetarily. 

They are 

They have 120 days 

Will the 
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1 NRC be able to decide what method of disposal will be 
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acceptable in that time frame. That is question number one. 

MR. WEBER: NO. 

MR. SHEELER: Okay. Question number 2 then lends 

itself to if in fact they are asking for renewal of their 

license, you are then deciding how much money for them to 

put in escrow. Will that be decided in 120 days? 

MR. COMFORT: Yes, before the license is renewed, 

they will have to come up with an amount of money based upon 

a plan that is accepted by the NRC for a certain amount. We 

will not come up with that number in 120 days, no. 

Part of basically our commitment to the licensees 

is in that 120-day period to tell them whether we will not 

continue on with - -  or we think the process will - -  we will 

continue on with the process, but there is an absolute 

certainty that nothing will - -  you know, that we won't allow 
that to go on site and they will make the decision off of 

that. 

them to do it or not until the environmental impact 

statement is done. 

We cannot make a decision about whether we will allow 

MR. SHEELER: My next question is to Mr. Finn. 

When is the 120-day period up? 

MR. FINN: The 120-day period is up on the 31st of 

December, but on the 21st of December we are going to court 

to ask the judge to give us extended time, and it's one of 
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these things - -  you ask for six months and you get three, 

something of that order. 

MR. SHEELER: Is the NRC willing to go with them 

at that point in time when you are going to court to 

represent the NRC as being unable to represent that number? 

MR. CAMERON: Bob Fonner from the NRC Office of 

General Counsel I believe can answer that question. 

MR. FONNER: I am Robert Fonner from the general 

counsel's office in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

The United States Government is represented in the 

bankruptcy by the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of 

New York and by attorneys in the Department of Justice. We 

do not represent either the NRC or the U.S. Government in 

any form in that proceeding. Our jurisdiction to go into 

court is limited to Courts of Appeal for cases involving our 

rules and our licenses and we have no authority to 

participate in the bankruptcy proceeding. 

So our position, the government's position is 

dictated by the Department of Justice and the U.S. 

Attorney's Office. 

MR. SHEELER: That's well and true, but as I 

understand it, under bankruptcy, you would have been named 

basically as one of the creditors. 

MR. FONNER: We are. NRC is listed as a creditor 

for a contingent environmental liability, that's correct. 
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MR. SHEELER: Okay. I would say at that point, 

when they asked for the extension, there should be somebody 

there to represent the creditor, which is the NRC. 

MR. FONNER: The U.S. Attorney for the Southern 

District of New York will represent the NRC as well as the 

U.S. EPA and other departments of the government that may 

have an interest. 

MR. SHEELER: So, in fact, there will be somebody 

there from the NRC? 

MR. FONNER: I cannot say whether there will be 

somebody there for the upcoming hearing on December 21 on 

the extension of the date. 

MR. SHEELER: I would look into it pretty 

severely. 

I have another question for Mr. Finn and I think a 

lot of people will have this question probably also, because 

the viability of your company is basically what is going to 

get us more money for the capping process because in order 

to continue, you are going to have to perform properly or 

you are not going to get a new license. 

MR. FINN: Yes. 

MR. SHEELER: If you don't get a new license, you 

don't continue. 

MR. FINN: Yes. 

MR. SHEELER: You are selling material that the 
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1 other fellow stated is - -  you are the only manufacturers in 

2 the United States. 

3 MR. FINN: Yes. 
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MR. SHEELER: Is there a continuing viable market 

for your product? 

MR. FINN: The market is there, certainly. But 

there are competitors overseas who make the stuff who sell 

it in the United States just the same as we do. But it is 

not domestic competition we are facing; it is overseas 

competition. 

MR. SHEELER: Okay. 

MR. FINN: Specifically Brazilian, in fact, 

MR. SHEELER: In lieu of the fact that the NRC is 

now saying, in fact, that they have no idea how much to tell 

you this is going to cost or how much money to put in 

escrow, et cetera, et cetera - -  and I have one more question 
after this - -  how do you feel your extension will go on the 
21st? 

MR. FINN: All I can say is that we are in there 

fighting. 

make it clearer and trying every possible way to stay 

afloat, and this is one of several problems we have to 

overcome. It is a difficult one because it is a shapeless, 

formless object and we don't quite know the size of it. 

It is an unclear picture, but we are trying to 

MR. SHEELER: It happens to come that way with 
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government. 

Okay. So the next question that I have - -  
MR. CAMERON: This is the last question. 

MR. SHEELER: Yes, it is. I think everybody ought 

to know this. What amount of money was placed in escrow at 

what time previously? 

MR. FINN: We are talking about the - -  
MR. SHEELER: The original escrow. 

MR. FINN: we are talking about Newfield-NRC? 

MR. SHEELER: Yes, for this site. 

MR. FINN: Three-fourths of a million dollars. 

MR. SHEELER: And at what time was that put in? 

What date? 

MR. FINN: I would guess at least four or five 

years ago, I would guess. 

MR. SHEELER: So that is not more than a million 

dollars at this point for clean-up. 

MR. FINN: It is not even that. It is still 

three-quarters of a million because it is in the form of 

what is called a stand-by letter of credit. It doesn't 

grow. It is not a sum of money which is - -  
MR. SHEELER: You did not place a sum of money; 

you basically just had a bond with somebody? 

MR. FINN: Yes. 

MR. SHEELER: Thank you. 
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1 MR. CAMERON: I think Mike is going to clarify 

2 something on that for you, too, and then I believe we have 

3 someone from the local government who might want to make a 

4 comment back there. 

5 MR. WEBER: Just to clarify, a couple of times 

6 tonight the questions have come up about financial assurance 

7 for decommissioning and NRC's requirements. 

8 NRC enacted those requirements for most licensees 

9 back in 1988; it became effective shortly thereafter. By 

lo July '90, I believe it is, most materials licensees - -  

11 that's people who handle radioactive materials under our 

12 regulatory jurisdiction - -  that possess significant 

13 quantities of those materials had to come up with financial 

14 assurance for decommissioning. 

15 Now, the Commission envisioned a transition period 

16 

17 

18 escrow accounts have been mentioned several times. That is 

where the first time around, licensees would be able to put 

up some minimal amount of money through certification and 

19 one alternative. There are other alternatives, like letters 

20 of credit, surety mechanisms, sinking funds, things like 

21 this. So the concept is not putting aside a large amount of 

22 money in waiting, but there has to be some assurance that 

23 the financial resources will be there for decommissioning. 

24 The way the regulations were written, there is a 

25 period of time after which then the licensee would have to 
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1 come in and submit what is called a decommissioning funding 

2 plan along with an upgraded financial instrument which 

3 matched the estimated cost for decommissioning. 

4 In fact, what has happened to Shieldalloy is they 

5 met the first requirement of certifying the minimal level, 

6 but they are in this transition period, too, and they have 

7 not yet come in and submitted their estimate for 

8 decommissioning costs along with the upgraded financial 
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instrument. That is one of the issues tied to the renewal 

of the license here in Newfield and that issue would have to 

be settled prior to issuing the renewed license. 

MR. CAMERON: Thanks very much, Mike. 

Bill, do you want to come up and identify yourself 

and what your affiliation is? 

MR. QUIGLEY: Yes. My name is Bill Quigley. I am 

with the Borough Council of Newfield. 

In talking to some other folks who couldn't make 

it here tonight, there are basically two concerns, the first 

being the environmental impact and stuff like that of what 

is going on with Shieldalloy. The second, which here lately 

has been the biggest concern, is your Chapter 11 and your 

leaving. 

23 I think most of the people in Newfield don't want 

24 

25 a bigger problem for us in Newfield. So if it seems like 

to see you leave and go away because that is going to create 
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you are being beat up a little, you know, we don't want you 

to go away. We just want some answers and things to work 

out smooth. 

Now, I do have a question for I guess maybe the 

NRC and Mr. Finn. Part of your Chapter 11, is that due to 

fines that the NRC and DEP and other agencies are putting 

onto you or is that just because of bad business practices 

or lack of business? 

MR. FINN: It's all sorts of things. Big 

liabilities which are coming closer from the environmental 

authorities, and our market being flooded by competing 

materials from Eastern Europe and the former Russian - -  

Soviet Union countries and other things. 

MR. QUIGLEY: How much of that is to be fines? 

MR. FINN: Oh, fines - -  

MR. QUIGLEY: Are there basically business reason 

why you are doing a Chapter 11? 

MR. FINN: Fines are not a significant factor. 

MR. QUIGLEY: All right, because one of our 

concerns would be that the Government would put you out of 

business and, in turn, it would be the Government that would 

end up paying for it. 

MR. FINN: Yes. 

MR. QUIGLEY: I think especially the residents of 

Newfield don't want to have to foot that bill. So we do 
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want to see you stay in business and not go away. I think 

that is one of our major concerns at this time. 

MR. FINN: Yes, 

MR. CAMERON: Okay. Thank you very much, Bill. 

Esther, would you like to come down? 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: Yes, I have a couple of 

questions. One, who is actually going to be conducting the 

Environmental Impact Statement? Is it the NRC or is it 

going to be contracted out? 

MR. WEBER: NRC has contracted with Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory to provide assistance in drafting the 

Environmental Impact Statement, but the NRC issues the EIS. 

So the process is the contractor does the analysis and 

formulates recommendations. That comes to the NRC. 

Then we absorb that document, add to it, take from 

it, whatever, and then issue it as a draft. We go through 

the same process in issuing the final. 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: Who pays the Oak Ridge people to 

do the study? 

MR. WEBER: NRC pays Oak Ridge to do the study. 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: Okay. It is - -  Shieldalloy is 
not the - -  

MR. WEBER: But Shieldalloy pays - -  
[Laughter. I 

MR. WEBER: I couldn't complete the second one. I 
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1 was sure that he was going to beat me to it. 

2 NRC pays the - -  Shieldalloy pays the NRC,  then, 

3 because our Agency is currently 100 percent funded by the 
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licensees. Now, that sounds bad but that is the way the 

legislation that Congress enacted paid - -  set it up. That 

was to ensure that we were not a drain on the Federal 

budget . 
MS. BEREZOFSKY: So just so that we are real 

clear, the NRC that contracts with Oak Ridge to do the 

study, which is essentially paid for by Shieldalloy? 

MR. WEBER: Ultimately. 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: Okay. 

MR. CAMERON: By all - -  I think it paid for by all 
licensees. It is not like Shieldalloy is billed for the 

study or indeed has any control over the study or over the 

NRC actions. 

generally is comprised of fees from all licensees, but there 

is not anything close to one-to-one correspondence on NRC 

actions towards the specific licensee and licensee fee. 

It is just that the NRC's operating budget 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: Okay. Also, are there any plans 

for doing any comprehensive testing in both groundwater soil 

- -  not in both, but in groundwater soil and air off-site of 
the migration of the radioactive materials to determine 

whether there has been migration or what the environmental 

impact has been off-site to date? 
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1 MR. WEBER: What we have been discussing inside 

2 the NRC over just the last several weeks since we initiated 

3 this process is to sit down at this point and identify where 

4 there may be additional data needs to develop the 

5 Environmental Impact Statement so that we can start that 

6 process now to collect the information. 

7 NOW, that information could. be collected several 

a ways. One, having identified those needs, we could go to 

9 the licensee and say, "Based on our evaluation, we need the 

10 following information and you are best suited to collect 

11 it. 

12 MS. BEREZOFSKY: Okay. What I am suggesting is, 

13 and this is a request, or a suggestion, is that there ought 

14 to be independent testing done not by the licensee, but a 

15 

16 been, both into soil and water and air. 

independent analysis of what the off-site migration has 

17 There has been evidence of radionuclides in 

18 residential wells. There is data to that effect that has 

19 I think there needs to be some independent 

20 study of that issue. I don't - -  if there has been leeching 

21 at all over the time, then there is indication that there 

22 would continue to be leeching over more time. 

been generated. 

23 So, I would wonder how one would come up with an 

24  Environmental Impact Statement without looking at what the 

25 environmental impact has been to date on the community. 
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1 MR. WEBER: Okay. 

2 MS. BEREZOFSKY: I have one other question, and 

3 that is: What effect, if any, does Shieldalloy, or Mike 

4 Finn's position that they will abandon - -  that Shieldalloy 

5 will abandon the site if, in fact, the NRC does not agree to 

6 the plan, have on the NRC's approving the plan? 

7 MR. WEBER: The NRC is a health and safety agency, 

8 so our primary charter is to ensure the health and safety of 

9 the public. That is the paramount concern that we have in 

10 conducting this type of analysis. 

11 

12 

13 

14 
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23 

Now, as we point out in the scoping analysis, we 

do identify that some of the impacts considered are cost as 

well as social impact. So that has to be factored in. But 

in whatever decision the NRC makes, it has to foremost 

satisfy itself and the local community that that decision is 

going to provide adequate protection. 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: Sure. That is why I am saying if 

the real opinion - -  I mean, you talked about a number of 
options, one of them being off-site disposal of the waste. 

But it sounds to me now that we are really not 

talking about that as being a viable option because the 

position that Shieldalloy has taken is: "Look, either we 

are going to have to find a way to dispose - -  to leave it 

24 on-site, or we are going to abandon the site," which it 

25 seems to me that from the NRC's perspective would not be 
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satisfactory with respect to the health and safety concern 

of the community. 

MR. WEBER: The off-site disposal options may 

still be viable. We don't know. We have to go through the 

analysis to determine that. We haven't done that yet. 

MS. BEREZOFSKY: Okay. Thank you. 

MR. CAMER3N: This woman has been waiting 

patiently here for awhile. 

MS. BARSOTTI: Okay. My name is Antoinette 

Barsotti. I would like to invite both of you to my home on 

Ohio Avenue to see the brown that is on there and on my car, 

and inside my home on the window sills. When I had my 

television repaired, the repairman said if my body looks 

like the inside of my television, I'm in pretty bad shape. 

My plants are black in the summer. So, I would 

like you to come down there. I am the only house on the 

street. 

MR. CAMERON: Thank you. 

Donna? 

MS. GAFFIGAN: May I respond to that? 

MR. CAMERON: Could you come down, please? Please 

identify yourself, too. 

MS. GAFFIGAN: My name is Donna Gaffigan. I am 

with the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 

and Energy. 
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I am not here specifically to defend Shieldalloy 

but it seems like at the last public meeting we had, not 

related to the NRC issues, the issue of darkening of the 

houses has come up. At our last public meeting, we had 

someone from our air program who monitors the air emissions 

from Shieldalloy. 

It was his opinion that since they no longer use 

some of their processes, some of the grandfathered emissions 

are no longer used any more, that there should not be any 

more discoloration of the houses. 

Another thing that he brought up was that they 

only respond if there are citizen's complaints specifically 

to the DEP hotline for the air people to come out and look. 

MS. BARSOTTI: They came out 15 or 20 years ago. 

MS. GAFFIGAN: Okay, well - -  

MS. BARSOTTI: They came out and told me to write 

down the times and all of that, but this is still going on. 

There are still small particles on my car every day. I wash 

the car every other day or so to get them off. 

MS. GAFFIGAN: Okay. Well, my comment or my 

response to you is: Call them every single day. They have 

people that drive around at night so far as I know. 

MS. BARSOTTI: The next question was: How can I 

privately get my ground tested because this year was the 

worst year with my flowers. Everything was black. They 
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were black. It looked like they had just rotted. 

MR. CAMERON: Well, it sounds like Donna is 

suggesting at least one part of the answer. 

Do you have anything else? 

MS. GAFFIGAN: No. 

MR. CAMERON: Okay. Thank you very much, Donna. 

This gentleman back here? Right there. You. 

Come on down. 

MR. JAREMA: I just wanted to say one or two 

things. I live in Newfield, but not in the town. I guess I 

would ask - -  and Mr. Eves probably could be - -  or maybe Mr. 

Weber would know - -  where does that water come from? You 

bring it - -  how is it brought into Newfield? By train? The 

water? The niobium ore? How is it brought in? 

MR. EVES: It is brought in by truck. 

MR. JAREMA: By truck? 

MR. EVES: Yes. 

MR. JAREMA: So whatever way - -  if you want to 
dispose of it off-site - -  I mean, I assume all you do is 
remove some of what you want out of it, like the metal being 

- -  you take it away, and whatever is left is left. I mean, 

you really haven't appreciably changed the concentration 

much by taking out some of the niobium. I mean, you have 

taken away a little bit of it, you say to me. So you have 

changed the concentration somewhat but not significantly. 
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1 MR. EVES: The volume is slag is larger than the 

2 volume of material we bring in because of the process that 

3 is used. 

MR. JAREMA: Really? 

MR. EVES: Yes. 

MR. JAREMA: Oh, you mean you actually - -  in 

effect, I mean, as far as the radionuclides, you have 

actually decreased their concentration? 

MR. EVES: In the slag, that's correct, yes, from 

the concentration that comes in. 

MR. JAREMA: Once it comes in, that is where they 

end up, right? 

come from? 

Then wherever this comes from - -  where do it 

MR. EVES: It comes from Canada. 

MR. JAREMA: Canada? Oh, I see. What would be 

the problem with - -  you know, for instance, suppose 

Shieldalloy got the ore shipped down and then didn't do 

anything with it. 

shipped it back and dumped it. 

difference. 

Just didn't do anything with it, just 

I mean, it wouldn't make any 

I mean, nobody would care, theoretically. 

But wouldn't they? I mean, the NRC actually would 

take an interest because there are controlled substances 

involved here to go along with the niobium. 

MR. EVES: I think there is a wide gray line here 

that maybe the NRC would be in a better position to answer, 
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but I think your approach is true, that they would not be 

interested in it. 

MR. JAREMA: Yes, I don't understand why it is 

going to cost so much to get rid of this slag which was some 

place in the first place. I mean, it was there. People 

were living there or around there. It came through by 

trucks and things like that. Why does it cost hundreds of 

millions of dollars to dispose of it? 

MR. PIERSON: I'm Bob Pierson, the Chief of the 

10 Fuel Cycle Licensing Branch at the Nuclear Regulatory 

11 Commission. 

12 The first thing you need to understand is that the 

13 regulatory process which we regulate thorium and uranium is 

14 a holdover from a period of time in the early part of the 

15 Atomic Energy enterprise when we were concerned about the 

16 availability of what we called source materials. 

17 In terms of the availability of source material, 

18 we have a regulation that we developed at that time that 

19 said that if a concentration of thorium and uranium, or 

20 combined thorium and uranium, reaches one-twentieth of one 

21 percent, we the Government are interested in knowing where 

22 it is in terms of availability of source material. 

23 In other words, if we would need this as a 

24 strategic asset, where would we go to find it? Now, that is 

25 what caused the initial regulation to be developed in the 
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first place. 

Now, it is interesting - -  and what you say is 

technically correct. When the ore comes in from Canada, it 

hasn't been processed or changed by anyone in the United 

States. We are not, in fact, interested in it because it 

hasn't gone through a fabrication process. 

Now once it goes through a fabrication process it 

becomes, by definition, this source material, and we are 

interested in regulating it. When it becomes regulation, 

then it requires a license issued by us. It maintains that 

license until it is reduced to levels such that we can 

release it for general release which you saw in the early 

slides, or it has to be sent to someone else who has a 

license. 

So, this is an issue where the regulation has tied 

together multiple things. It is probably superseded by time 

because the reason we set up the regulation initially was to 

account for source material. But we don't want to drop the 

regulation now because we are concerned about it in terms of 

health effects. 

In fact, if we go back and revise these 

regulations, we will probably revise the concentrations of 

thorium, uranium, based on health effects, not based on the 

strategic in this particular issue here. 

Does that help you understand it? 
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MR. JAREMA: Yes, I was really wondering why it 

was so expensive to dispose of something that just - -  

MR. PIERSON: Well, it is because it becomes 

licensing material as part of the process. 

MR. JAREMA: But it licensable material before it 

even came into the United States. 

MR. PIERSON: Well no, it was not licensable 

material before it came in. 

MR. JAREMA: Well, they didn't change the 

concentration. 

MR. PIERSON: It hasn't been changed or altered as 

part because otherwise we would be going out and licensing 

mountain ranges in Colorado; do you see what I am saying? 

MR. JAREMA: Yes. Exactly. 

MR. PIERSON: It becomes licensable material as 

soon as man does something with it, as soon as man changes 

or alters or processes it. Then it becomes licensable 

material. 

was developed, we wanted to know strategically where thorium 

That is an artifact because when the regulation 

and uranium were. 

MR. JAREMA: Yes, where you want to keep track of 

it? 

MR. PIERSON: That's right. 

MR. JAREMA: Track it, the main thing. I mean, 

but Shieldalloy doesn't do anything, you know, to change 
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that concentration or anything like that. It is like, "Why 

does it become" - -  

MR. PIERSON: Well, they do change the 

concentration somewhat, but in fact, they probably reduce 

the concentration. 

MR. JAREMA: Yes, that is what this fellow just 

said that they probably reduced the concentration. The only 

thing is that bring it into New Jersey. 

MR. PIERSON: I won't try to explain to you and 

say that is the logical outcome. I am just trying to give 

you some historical perspective of why we regulate this 

material in the first place. 

Now, it turns out that we would probably regulate 

it anyway in terms of health and safety, but on a different 

basis. 

MR. CAMERON: Mike, do you have one last thing to 

add on this? Then you can talk later on more about the 

historical perspective. 

MR. WEBER: Why it cost so much, which was your 

question to get rid of it? 

MR. JAREMA: Yes. 

MR. WEBER: Why it costs so much is that there is 

a limited market - -  well, there is a limited capacity to 
take this stuff for disposal. The people who are licensed 

to take this material are - -  have invested capital resources 
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2 waste disposal facility. When there is a limited capacity 

as well as other things in procuring a license to run a 
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like that, it is a buyer's market. They can charge what 

they feel is appropriate to recoup their costs. 

MR. JAREMA: I am just saying that - -  I mean you 

took it out of the ground and everything like that. 

didn't make it more poisonous or more radioactive in 

concentration or anything like that. 

dump it where you got it, or something like that, back to 

Canada? 

It 

Why can't you just 

But the only other thing, it seems to me, is that 

they then bring it into New Jersey that we as New Jerseyites 

- -  and I am a Newfield resident - -  would care about stuff. 
They bring it here. 

it is like it just comes in and doesn't go away. 

Then they don't take it away. I mean, 

Also, they powder it over there. I guess that is 

in the course of preparing to smelt it, or something like 

it, they might make a little powder. I mean, it comes in as 

what, dirt? What does it come in as? It is like rock and 

dirt? 

MR. EVES: It is like sand. 

MR. JAREMA: Yes. Okay. Thanks very much. 

MR. CAMERON: Sure, you are welcome. 

The gentleman up there in the hat. 

MR. SILVER: Mr. Chairman, I have one question to 
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ask. Maybe someone has the answer. 

M R .  CAMERON: I am getting the signal that you are 

going to have to come down here and speak into the 

microphone, if you don't mind. 

MR. SILVER: My name is Edward Silver. I am a 

business consultant. I have one question. Maybe someone 

has the answer. 

Have you done drinking water tests ai-ound the 

subject property? Does anyone have the answer to that 

question? 

MR. CAMERON: NRC, New Jersey? 

MR. SILVER: I think that that is first and 

foremost that everyone is concerned. Okay. I think that is 

something - -  do you have the answer, sir? 

MR. VALENTI: My name is Jim Valenti. I work at 

Shieldalloy. I am an Environmental Manager. As part of our 

quarterly motoring, we do analysis of both chemical and 

radiological constituents. We have analysis from a few 

years' worth of data for both gross alpha and gross beta. 

If the gross alpha and gross beta exceed screening levels, 

we do isotopic analysis. 

I heard the reference to radiological parameters 

that have leeched out of the material. We have no evidence 

of any wealth with groundwater exceeding the drinking water 

standards. There is reference to radium and other 
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radionuclides that are naturally occurring in the ground 

water. We have results that are consistent with background 

radium and background numbers in our monitoring wells. 

MR. SILVER: I would like to know if you could 

provide me with a copy of the recent report on that, sir? 

MR. VALENTI: It is in with the state files. We 

report them quarterly to the state and also to the NRC. They 

are available to the public through the public documents. 

MR. SILVER: Okay. I can request them. Thank you 

very much. 

MR. CAMERON: Would the NRC or the state folks 

like to amplify or feel there is a need to amplify on Mr. 

Silver's question at all? 

MR. SILVER: One of the most important factors 

here, I think, is a problem - -  an answer to the problem 
- -  not really a problem but a situation. 

do you employ, sir? Mr. Finn? 

How many employees 

MR. FINN: In Newfield, 210, something like that. 

MR. SILVER: 210 jobs. Okay, we talking about. 

We are also talking about the health of the people, also the 

welfare of the people in the neighborhood for many years. 

It is a new day today. 

40 years ago. I am 56 years old.  It is a new day. 

It is not yesterday, 30 years ago, 

I have the solutions to your problem, if I could 

meet with you, and to the problems of the people that are 
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here tonight. 

Thank you. 

MR. VALENTI: Thank you very much, Mr. Silver. 

MR. CAMERON: Yes, would you like to ask the 

question or make the comment? Please come up to the mike. 

MS. BILLINGS: If one of the - -  if the alternative 

is reached by the NRC that this be taken off-site, and 

Shieldalloy claims they don't have the assets to do that, 

can they apply to Superfund to help? Does this come under 

Superfund or not? 

MR. CAMERON: Let's have one of the NRC folks, 

either MIke Weber or Bob Fonner clarify that. 

MR. WEBER: I think it would be mistake to think 

of the Superfund program as a big pot of money that people 
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can tap into when they choose to. 

The first course that EPA has under the Superfund 

law is to go through enforcement action to recover the funds 

to be expended from the potentially responsible parties. 

MS. BILLINGS: That would be like an attachment of 

their assets? 

MR. WEBER: Whatever it takes. 

MS. BILLINGS: Well, can the NRC do that in order 

to - -  
MR. WEBER: No, we do not have the same kind of 

authority that the Environmental Protection Agency has. 
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1 MS. BILLINGS: But does the Superfund have - -  say, 

2 for instance, Shieldalloy goes into Chapter 7 and they move 

3 out of town. They abandon the place. Like one of the 

4 officials said, it is the responsibility now of the 

5 taxpayer. 

6 Can Newfield Borough apply to Superfund, or does 

7 this come under Superfund at all? I heard that it didn't. 

8 MR. FONNER: The Shieldalloy site is already 

9 listed on the National Priorities List. It is Number 46 in 

10 Group 1. That is about highest you can get on Superfund. 

11 There are only 45 sites which are considered of a higher 

12 priority, apart from certain exceptions for individual 

13 states. 

14 There is a nuance of bankruptcy law which you 

15 should understand. I heard Mr. Finn talk about abandonment 

16 of the site. I don't think the site will be abandoned 

17 because under current bankruptcy law, and since the site is 

18 listed on the NPL, EPA can prevent the abandonment of the 

19 site. 

20 My understanding from conversations with attorneys 

21 involved in the bankruptcy - -  not Shieldalloy's attorneys, 
22 U.S. Government attorneys - -  is that that remedy will be 

23 pursued. But Shieldalloy will not - -  Chapter 7 will not be 

24 allowed to leave the site. 

25 MS. BILLINGS: Well, what do they - -  I mean, what 
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recourse? 

MR. FONNER: EPA would then use whatever remedies 

it has available under CERCLA in order to - -  

MS. BILLINGS: They can't touch their assets if 

they have no assets if they are bankrupt. 

MR. FONNER: They have the factory. 

MS. BILLINGS: They what? 

Pa. FONNER: There are assets in the company that 

are probably reachable. 

MS. BILLINGS: Enough to move that stuff off-site 

so that another company could move in? 

MR. FONNER: Pardon me? 

MS. BILLINGS: Is there enough assets that the can 

attach to move the slag out of Newfield to another site? 

MR. FONNER: That I can't answer. I don't know 

what the asset picture of Shieldalloy is. 

MS. BILLINGS: Okay. Thank you. 

MR. CAMERON: Okay. Well, I think you have 

cleared up a little bit about what the potential Superfund 

20 remedy might be. 

21 Do we have further questions or comments from the 

22 audience? 

23 [No response. I 

24 MR. CAMERON: Okay. Well, you have been very 

25 patient. I hope that the - -  I know that the NRC has gotten 
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some good information. I hope that maybe this could be the 

start of a continuing dialogue not only between the NRC and 

the community, but perhaps between the Company and the 

community. 

I just would ask Mike to maybe reiterate the next 

steps and what is going to happen and the written comment 

deadline, and that type of thing. Mike? 

MR. WEBER: Let me thank you again for coming out. 

We certainly appreciate your taking your time from your own 

busy schedules to come out and share with us your views and 

comments tonight. Let me assure you that they will be 

considered as we go through this first part of the scoping 

process. 

As you leave here tonight and as you think about 

this over the next few weeks, if you want to send comments 

to us, please do so by January 15th. The name and address 

to whom you are to send that is listed in the scoping notice 

which is available on that back table, or if you have 

questions of the NRC, please contact Gary Comfort who is the 

Project Manager. 

Thank you. 

[Whereupon, at 9:27 p.m., the scoping hearing was 

concluded. 1 

24 

25 
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Background Information 
on 

Radioactive Material m d  Radiation 

Uhat i s  Radiation? 

The term "radiation" as it relates to nuclear materials means the energy given o f f  
by radioactive material as it decays. 
particles, or ions, in the material it encounters. The adverse effects o f  ionizing 
radiation in plants, animals and humans are caused by these charged particles. 

There are five major types o f  ionizing radiation: 

Ionizing radiation produces charged 

0 Alpha radiation - positively charged particles that are emitted from 
naturally occurring and man-made radioactive material. Uranium, thorium 
and radium emit alpha radiation and so they are called "alpha emitters." 
Most alpha particles can be stopped by a single sheet of paper or skin. 
Consequently, the principle hazard from alpha emitters to humans is caused 
when the material is ingested or inhaled. The limited penetration o f  the 
alpha particle means that the energy o f  the particle is deposited within 
the tissue (e.g., lining o f  the lungs) nearest the radioactive material 
once inhaled or ingested. 

typically more penetrating but have less energy than alpha particles. 
particles can penetrate human skin or sheets o f  paper, but can usually be 
stopped by thin layers o f  plastic, aluminum, or other materials. Although 
they can penetrate human skin, beta particles are similar to alpha 
particles in that the predominant hazard to humans comes from ingesting o r  
inhaling the radioactive materials that emit beta radiation. 

0 Beta radiation - negatively or positively charged particles that are 
Beta 

0 Gamma radiation - similar to light waves, but containing much more energy, 
gamma rays are very penetrating. They can pass through the human body and 
common construction materials. Thick and dense layers of concrete, steel, 
or lead are used to stop g a m a  radiation from penetrating to areas where 
humans can be exposed. Because of their penetrating abilities, gamma 
emitters are frequently used in radiography which employs the gamma rays to 
take pictures of pipes, beams, and other structures to determine whether 
they have any cracks or other flaws. Gamma emitters can pose both eatern31 
and internal radiation hazards to humans. 

0 Neutron radiation - neutrally charged particles, neutrons can also be rer l  
penetrating. Neutron radiation can be created through spontaneous I1t.C a i .  
in nuclear reactors or as a result o f  the interaction between alpha 
particles and specific materi a1 s. 
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fiR/hr or counts per minute (cpm). "CM" refers to the number of ionizing particles 
striking the detector in a minute. A fraction of these particles are recorded by 
the detector as counts. The number of counts per minute can then be related to 
exposure rate or radiation dose for a known radioactive material with a standard set 
of assumptions. 

Radiation dose or the measurement of the body's exposure to ionizing radiation is 
measured in units of rem. In the environment, doses are often measured in terms of  
millirem. A millirem i s  one one-thousandth of a rem. The dose r a t e  is expressed in 
terms of dose per unit time, again usually an hour, as millirem/hr. For external 
radiation, exposure rates are often equated to dose rates using the conversion of 1 
bR/hr = 1 microrem/hr. Standing in an area for 1000 hours where the exposure rate 
is lpR/hr would cause an individual to receive a dose to the body o f  1000 microrem 
or 1 millirem. Doses from internal exposure from radioactive material that has been 
ingested or inhaled are more difficult to determine. Computer models that account 
for the distribution and excretion of the radioactive material within the body are . 
used for estimating doses and dose rates from internal radioactive contamination. - 

What i s  background radiat ion? 

"Background radiation" is the radiation that is emitted from materials in and on the 
Earth and in space. Almost everything, including people, contain some radioactive 
material. 
materials used to build our homes, and in the food and water we consume. Even the 
air we breath contains some radioactive gases. 

It is estimated that on average every individual in the United States' receives 
slightly more than 300 millirem per year from exposure to background sources of 
radiation. The figure below illustrates the typical amounts of radiation received 
by people living in the U.S. As can be seen from this figure, the annual dose 
consists of about 30 millirem per year from cosmic radiation from space, 200 
millirem per year from radon in the air we breathe i n  our homes, 40 millirem per 
year from food and drink, and 30 millirem per year from soils and building 
materials. 

Naturally occurring radioactive materials are found in the earth, in the 

Figure 1. Average annual radiation dose in the United States (Total dose 
equal s about 360 mil 1 irem per year) 

4 



What are the limits on Radiation Dose? 

Federal and State regulatory agencies have established dose 1 imits to protect 
against the harmful acute effects and to minimize the long-term risks o f  radiation. 
The basic limits are as follows: 

(1) The dose to any member of the public shall not exceed 100 mremlyr; 
and 

( 2 )  The dose to any worker shall not exceed 5 rem/yr. 
years of age, the dose shall not exceed 0.5 rem/yr. 

For workers under 18 

There are additional limits that apply to specific portions of the body (lens o f  the 
eye, skin, specific organs). In addition, because of the health effects that may be 
caused by exposure of a developing human fetus, a separate limit o f  0.5 rem 
during the pregnancy has been established. 

These and related limits have been established by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Department of Energy, and 
various State regulatory agencies for a variety of sources of ionizing radiation. 
For example, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s radiation protection 1 imi ts are 
found in Part 20 of Title 10 of the Code o f  Federal Regulations. The limits are 
based on expert recommendations from the National Council on Radiation Protection 
and Measurements and the International Comnission on Radiological Protection. The 
agencies have generally adopted the recommendations through a formal rulemaking 
process that included opportunities for public review and comment on the draft 
1 imits prior to final iration. 

How can I protect myse7f from radiation? 

Individuals responsible for the use and handling o f  radioactive materials should 
ensure that doses to people remain below the dose limits. 
matter, users of radioactive materials should also maintain doses and releases of 
radioactive materials as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA). 

Beyond the limits and measures to keep doses ALARA, there are three important 
factors to keep in mind to protect yourself from sources of ionizing radiation. 
These factors are: 

In addition, as a general 

Time - The longer an individual Is near a source o f  radiation, the greater 
the potential dose will be. Decreasing the amount of time spent near a 
source of radiation can significantly reduce the potential dose. 

Distance - Radiation exposure rates generally decrease proportionally with 
the distance from the source o f  the radiation. For example, i f  you move 
twice as far away from a small source o f  radiation, your exposure will be 
one quarter of the dose received at the original distance. 
distance from a source of radiation can significantly decrease the 
potential dose. 

Increasing the 

Shielding - Any material placed between you and a source of radiation will 
reduce the exposure you will. receive under most situations. Different 

6 
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States also have the responsibility to regulate naturally occurring radioactive 
material (such as radium), other radioactive materials that are generated in 
machines called accelerators, and X-rays as used by doctors, dentists, and other 
individuals. NRC does not regulate these materials because Congress did not provide 
the agency with the authority over naturally occurring and accelerator produced 
radioactive materials (NAN), with limited exceptions. 

Various other Federal agencies, such as the Departments of Transportation, Health 
and Human Services and Energy, as well as the Environmental Protection Agency, also 
have a role in the regulation of radioactive material. 

Want More Infornation? 

If you would like more information about NRC, the facilities it regulates, or 
radiation protection, please call NRC’s Office of Public Affairs at (301) 504-2240, 
or write to: 

Office of Public Affairs 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 



t F d d  Re&ter J 

the scop ofthir Ers bocaurs t h q  ham 
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0Umin.tion of the following irrwr h m  
been pnviously and* in 8 pnvious 
Gemric Envimamental Impact 
Statement ICEIS) (NUREW5861 and 
W h . n o a r l i e r n r l w r r k i n g ( 5 3  
FX ZYn8. m. a -): (il Planning 
c e c c ~ ~ ~ r y  to conduct d.conmissioning 
cpe:atia=s in a safe m, [i) 
6ssuflKI that sufficient funds M 
srdiabble to pay for decommissioning; 
(iii) the time period in which 
decammissioning shculd be completed; 
md (ivl whetker facilities should not be 
lek abandoned. bur instead remediated 
to appropriate levels. In addition, 
xeqztrernemt uwe recently rcposed Ln 
a separate demPking regar& 
timeliness of de:mxz*hioning for 10 
CFR Par.5. -q. + a . . d  70 licensees (58 
FA 4090 3,1993). 

A~srssment&r &?Ss whxh am being or 
n i U  k pw and tho! ore d o t e d  but are 
R a t  ?m o/Le scope ofthis US. A draft 
Ensironmentd Assessment on tho 
:ineliness of decommissioning has been 
prepared cs part of a separate 
i.i!making on decormriuioning 
txielinsn (58 FR 4099; January 13, 
19931 and win be firralited. NRC is 
presently develo ing a Generic EIS to 
scpport a n d e m L g  to establish 
generic radiological criteria for 
decommissioabg In addition, NRC is 
~xsc+i 4%4cgzzg an ESS for 
dannmissioning &e waste piles at 
Shieldalloy's facility i3 Newfield New 

(el identify other envimnmentd 
r-.r*iew or consuf!ation requirements 
reloted to the proposed action. NRC will 
consu!t with orher Federal, State, and 
loa1 agencies that have jurisdiction 
cver the Cambridge si:o 
Itnmisirnilg. For arample, NRC 
has a h a d y  been coordinating its 
reviews of decommissioning actions at 
&e Cambridge site with the USEPA. 
OEPA, and the Ohio Department of 
Health. hXC ant.u ates continuod 

agencies, as appropriate. during the 
development or the EIS. 

(0 Indicate the relationship betwwn 
!.+e timing ofthe preprvotion of 
e n r k m e n t a l  o d j d s  and the 
CO.TZJSS~O~'S ter.+arirr pIanning and 
decisia? making schedule. NRC intends 
to prepure and issue for public comment 
a &aft EIS in October 1994. The 
cormant period wocld be for 80 days. 
The 6nal EIS is scheduled for 
publication in June 1995. Subsequent to 
corn letion of the final EIS, the NRC 

amendment hum the liwnsoa questing 
authorization for dbcommivioning tho 
site. incl-Jdmg the decommirsicmiq 

4d1 IC. ; . e ~ L ~ n n ? r n t o l f  

I 

, jersey. ! 

ccnsultation w 3 a  t? &ese and other 

I 

wou P d review and act on r license 
I 
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plan u nqukrd in 10 CFa 40.42MZ). 
Depending on the molution of the 
ligosm's tlnrndal nstnmu@ under 
Chapter 11 of the bmkmptcy code. the 
NRC may tomhato or postpone 
development of the EIS. 

(e) Dcscribe the means by which the 
US wiU be p m p d .  NRC wil l  p m p m  
thednftE1S~cordingtothO 
requirements in 10 CFR part 51. 
S p d d y ,  in rccordanca with 10 CFR 
51.71, the draft EIS will consider 
comments submittod to NRC u put of 
the scoping process urd will include a 
preliminary urdysis which considers 
m d  bnlanms the environmental md 
other effecta of the proposed action and 
the alternatives available for mducing or 
avoiding adversa environmental an? 
c * h r  effects. as wr!l as the 
mvircr,mental, economic. tbc:.zical, 
m d  other benefits of the proposed 
d o n .  

The EIS wi l l  be prepared by the NRC 
staffand ur NRC contractor. NRC is 
arranging a project with OaL Ridp 
National Laborstory to provido t & d  
urirtanca in the preparation of the E1s. 
In addition, NRC mtidpater requesting 
specific information &om tho licensoe to 

information rsnived &om the lianrcn, 
related to the EIS will be available for 
public review, unless tho infoxmatian is 
protected from public disclosure in 
accordance with NRC mquiremonts in 
10 CFR 2.790. 

am invitod to speak or submttnrlttrn 
comments, u notod rbovo, on any or dl 
of tho mu desuibed a h .  In 
I c c O r d u I ~  with 10 CFR 51.28, r t  the 
conclusion of the =oping proms, NRC 
will prspln 0 concise rummay of the 
dotermhatiom md COOdUtioOI 
roached, including the rignibmat hues 
identihd, and will send a wpy to wch 
partidpant in tho rcopiq proou. 

Dated rt d e ,  Maryland, tbb 1Otb day 
of Novlmkr 1993. 
For the U.S. Nuclru Regula- 

comnrirrion 
lohnflAtmtb 
Chief, &commhsianhg and R@ortwy 
trurBmnd,Oividonof&w-lclal  watt@ 
Mana#emm!ondDscommur -w=?f 
NuclearMolw~jdSa~and~crlbFtardr. . 
IFR 
DuaoeeM- 

support preparation of the m. Any 

In tho rcopiag proau, putidpants 

93-29013 Piled l i -2c93;  8:lS rm] 

-ng@f-oy 
lktrllwgl~rl-0 kcutty In 
--Id, HI; Notla d lntwrt To 
Qnprn an Lmlronmontrl hprd 
strtrmotlt md To condua I seoplng 
koc+u 
AWWY: Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. 
A m .  Notice of intent to prepare an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 
to conduct r =oping process for the EIS, 
and to conduct a Koping meeting. 
uuu.rv: The NRC intends to prepare 
an EIS for decommissioning Shieldalloy 
Metall calCo oration's 
/Shielt8oyl hcfEty located in 
Nowfleld, Now Jersoy. Shieldallo,. sr.d 

redocomor companies at the Newfield 

to process oms and mineral concentrates 
containlng the radioactive rnatrrials '. 
uranium, thorium, urd their associated 
decay products (Le., collectively 
considend mum material). As a result 
of prowuing the ores to produce metal 
alloys, Shieldalloy concentrated the 
radioactive materids in high 
tmperature slag and in baghouse dust 
Shieldrlloy continues to process the 
mum material. Although Shieldalloy 
hu no intont to close down the 
Newfldd facility in the foreseeable 
future, lam for stabilizing or disposing 
of the si& and dust need to be 
ostabllrhed u part of a process f x  
renewing the NRC license at the site . 
This notico indlutos the NRC'r intent to 
prepus an EIS in conjunction with Uus 
propowd raion and to conduct a 
acophg p r o a u  that will include a 
public rcopiq mooting. 
DATES: Written comments on matten 
coverod by this notice received by 
January 13,1QD4, will be considered m 
devoloping tho sco e of the EIS. 
Comments n a i v  J after this date HIU 
bo c o m i d o d  ifit is pmct id  to do so, 
but the NRC is able to ossurm 
conridontion onl for comments 
rrcsivui on or be L I, this date. 

A public ccoping moetin will be held 
at ~klsea Rbgiond ~ i g h  d o 0 1  in 
Fnnkllnville. New jersey, on December 
l6,1Q03, born 7-10 p.m. 
AD#E88EI: Writton comments on the 
matten covered by this notico and/or 
the scoping mee should be sent to: 
Ikcntuy, US. N 3 w Rqulatory 
Commission, Washin on, DC 20555. 
A T I N : D o C k ~ m ~ ~ c r s B r a n c h .  
Hand deliva comments to 11555 
Rochill0 P h ,  Rodwilb, Msryland 
20852, botwwm 7:45 a.m. md 4:lS pm.. 
on Fedad work&gr. 
Tho a p i n g  mooting will bo hold at 

Doh Regional Hi# scfidol, 
B1.ttwoodtown Road (County Highwry 

P omtion have been licensed by the KRC 



rnvuuamm t r l ~ i n t o t i m i r  (2)ThleCommtrrimwillJlormpt 
nrftuDcommmtrcmtbepro 

d@---%p--w raguhtions imp mating NEPA are 
contained in 10 Oa put Si. To Ull 
NRC'r xesponsibilitier under NEPA, the 
NRC int.n& to p m p  UI EIS tht will 
analyze the avimmontd im~uta  of 

action and dternativa h m  G b c .  
Written comments rhould Cnubmitbd 
by January 15.1994, and should be sent 
to: mtuy. US. NucLu -tory 
Commission. Washington, DC 20555. 
A m :  Docketin# and Services Branch. 
Hand de l im comments to 11555 

- 

a&ievdble (ALARAI. 
Cocsequendy. if NRC approved on- 

Sites (57 FR 13389 A H  16,1902). As 
d d k d  in tbm Actian Pkn, tbs mteria 

emphasis on rasidual m t r m i n a t i ~  
levels that mas la u is m a s o d l ~  

are applied m a S i t a - ~ c  hdr with 

s:te strbihzatlch of the m&actiw 
natend. land use restrictions or other 
1nst:tuuosal controls may be necessary 
:D enswe long-term protection of the 
pzblic and the environment. NRC 
expects that ShidWrOp would have to 
appiy for md &tab rn from 

NRC s clzrierrt rrqairernents for 
lecommissioning do not allow for land 
use restrictions. 

In addmon to the issues disr.x=ed 
above that fall urder hXC's : -.rz.Z:on. 
:here a x  aka- L .& 
assoc~ated wrth dcOrnmizai~--., -28 
Newfieid site that are regulated by other 
State and F e d d  anencies, includrnn 

hxc'S p X e  -MU b u s S  

r ,.*.- - 

- 
the US. Enviranmd;ltal Protection 
Agency (EPN and the New iawq 
Bpa;rment d Envimnaerd Protoc?ion 
Z d  Eaergy m € P E ) .  For ex2aple. the 
Sewfieid site is k m d  on the h'ational 
Priorities Lid and is kiq remediated 
under the Comprehensive 
Ehrironmemtd Response Compensation 
ard Lability Act to mftigate 
youndwauu mntamination aused by 
r.adiaQd aeivities at tbe rite. Thase 
a i a % e s  us admuuttered by I P A  m d  
SlDEPE Tho scoping p m s s  and EIS 
~ 1 1 1  not oaly aid NRC in maw 
decisions about the decommissioning of 
t!e Newfield site. but ahould also be 
cse% to these other agencies in 
ksckarguq their respective duties. 
Description ofproposed Action 

The proposed action i s  onsite 
stabiliutim urd disposal of ndiorctive 
waste c s i w  elevated 
concenaaYons of thorium urd d u m  
kid theu decay products at the 
Sheldal!oy facility in Newfield, New 
Jersey. Bewupe most of the rad iordiw 
conkrination at the sit. exidsts tn three 
s-aste piles, the proposed action 

the ra3:oxtive ~ t s r i r l s  w i h  those 
waste .. .:?r 

Prs ; - :* of an Envimnmental 
h p 3 S  StacCncnt 

Cn&r &e btid &--=ental 
Pcbcy Act (NEPA), rl1F :. ' d qendes  
=est consider the effect L; heir actions 
on t!!e enviranment Section 102(1) of 
X P A  re4uirets that the &des, 

United States be interpreted urd 
administered in accordance with the 
policies set forth in NEPA. It is tho 
inbnt af NEeA to h v e  Fsdanl agendes 
rr.co~onte mnsiduntiao of 

pnncipaliy focuser on the disposal of 

regulations, and public P aws of the 

the proposed action, u well a i  
environmental tmpIctl ofaltuzmtives t6 
the p r o p o d  action and casts associated 
with both the proposed d o n  and the 
altemativu. All d l e  dtenmtives 
to the proposed action. includuq the 

include both trdiologial m d  nom 

alternative uti-. 
'This notice (u~l~ou~ces the NRC'r 

intent :: -:-qv-e ID EIS. The principal 
intent oi ~e L S  i s  to provido a 
documant desuibing environmental 
consequencss that will be available to 
the  ARenCY'S decision &em in 

''a0 em'' d-tiV.. d k 
maiyled. The rcop of the EIS will 

radlological impacts associated with the 

r8vie;;ingihe lionsse'r 
decommirsioning pian for the Newfield 
site. 
The Scoping Procnr 

CFR part 5 1  contain mquixamenu far 
conducting a scopine pmorr, pdos to 
pm aration of m €IS. In .QEorduIoI Witg 10 CFR 51.26. whannrar the NRC 
dc a r i n e s t h a t u r E I S w i l l k p ~ d  
by I.RC in connection with a pmposed 
amon, NRC wil l  publisb a notia of 
intent in the F d d  Eq$ster stating 
that an EIS will be p m p a d  md 
condua u) A proprirt, rcopiq procsss. 
In addition. &is roping p- m y  
include the holding of a public ccoping 
rnbcting. 
NRC rL0 d h .  tn 10 CFR 31.27. 

the content of the notio of intent md 
mquires that the notiw include the 
p m p d  d o n  and, b the attent that 
ruf6dmt information is avritble, also 
describe po#ibb dtomrttvos. In 
addition, the notice of intent ia to 
desaibo the pm red BCopiDg pmwss. 

whether written commmtr will be 
acwptod. and whether a public rcoping 
rnmtiq will be held. 
In acwrda.% with 55 51.26 md 

51.27,the p7 2-d action md possible 
alternative 8; pctaches me discus8ed 
below. fbc tolo of pwticipants in tbe 
scoping procbu for this EIS includes L 

followtng: 
(1) Participants may attend and 

provide oral discussion on the proposed 
action and possible altemativma .t the 

ublic scoping m e d q  at D o h  

The Codrrion'r nguktioor in 10 

indudin* the mrof  puticipults. 

L o n a l  Hi& school In Fhxnuia*, 

Rodtville Pike, Rockville. Maryland 
20852. between 7:4f a.m. and 435 p.m.. 
on Foderd workdays. 

According to 10 51.29, the 
acoping pmcm is to be used to address 
the topics which follow. Participants . sake wrlnen comments. or verbal 
L ..rrents at the -ping meeting. on 
the  ioUowxn&(mnt plltliminary lvRC 
staff approa os with q a r d  to e x h  
topic am includrd for informati ..I: 

(a) Define ti,. ;.ropased action to be 
the subject o/the EIS. The proposed ' 

action is consideration of onsite 
stabihtion md  disposal of radioactive 
waste at the Skitidallo? facility in 
Newfield, Net% !mey. 

(b) Deternine !he s c o p  of the EIS ond 
the significant issues to be analyzed in 
depth. The NRC is proposing to analyze 
the costs and impacts associated with 
the proposed action md  alternative 
decommissioning approaches. The 
followin proposed outline for the €IS 

the scope and major topics to be dealt 
with in b e  EIS: 

Proposed Outline. hi-ocrnentd 
Impa Statement. 

Abrtrrct. 
Executive Summary 

reflects t! e current FiiC stdf view on 

Table of Contents 
1. latrodudon 

1.1 Background 
1.2 Purpose m d  Need for Roposed 

Action 
1.3 Descriptioa of Proposed Action 
1.4 Approach in Prrpuation of the 
Dnh EIS 

1.s stnrctlm of &e Drhft EIS 
2. Alternatives including the Proposed 

Action 
2.1 Fact= Considered ia Evaluating 

Alternatives 
2.2 Altemtives 
2.3 Re dlatory Cornpkance 

3.1 krteduction 
3.2 Desmption of the Newheld 

3.3 Land Use 
3.4 CeologylSsismicity 
3.5 Meteorology and Hjdrology 
3.6 Ecology 
3.7 Sodoeconomic Characteristics 
3.8 Rdintion 

3.Affecte f Environment 

facility 

Ne; Jemy,im Ibcember 16, 1993. trom 
7 to 10 pm. 

3.9 Cultural Rbroutcbr 
3.10 Other Environmental Features 
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elated to the proposed adion. NRC wfll 
consult with otbr Federal, Stah, m d  
I d  agencies t h t  hrve juhktian 
o w  the Newfield site. For example, 
NRC has already been coardinating its 
reviews of decommissioning actio- at 
the h’eufield site with the USEPA and 
the XJDEPE. NRC anticipates continued 
cofirultatixi wit!! these and other 
agencies. as ap ropriate. during the 
development oPthe EIS. 

the cmng ofthe prepmarion of 
mnronmenral ~dysis and the 
Ctvxzission’s bntutjve planning ond 
de:isicn making schedde. NRC intends 
to prepare and issue for public comment 
a draft EIS in October 1984. T h e  
cos.rr.ect period would be for 90 days. 
The f:nal EfS is scheduled for 
puciicatlon in June 1995. Subsequent to 

~ - c t i ! d  review and act on a 
supplemented license renewd request 
from the licensee requesting continued 
auhorization for possession and storage 
of source material at the site, including 
the decommissioning funding plan as 
required in 10 CFR 40.36(~)(2). 
Dependmg on the resolution of the 
licensee’s hancial restructuring under 
Cbepter 11 of the bankruptcy code, the 
NRC may terminate or postpone 
development of tbe EIS. 

(8) Describe the means by which the 
E X  will be prepred. NRC will prepam 
the draft aamiing to the 
requuementt in 10 CFR part SI. 
Specifically. in accordance with 10 CFR 
51.71, the draft EIS will consider 
comments submitted to NRC as art of 
the scoping process and wi l l  iac-ude a 
preliminary analysis which considers 
and balances the ensironmental m d  
other effects of the proposed rction rad 
the alternatives available for reducing or 
avoiding adverse anvimnmtrAd m d  
other effects. as weii as the 
ecl-ironmental. economic. technical. 
and other benefit6 of the proponad 
action. 

The EIS will be prepared by the NRC 
staff and an hXC contnetor. NRC is 
arra..g:ng a project with oatr Ridge 
Sat:cnal Laboratory to provide technical 
assistznct in &e pmparatiw of the EIS. 
In addiow. ?Z.C anticipates rrqu~~ting 
spec:Cc mfomation from the Iicenm to 

informstion received from tho limnsea 
relhted to the EIS will be available for 
pbi ic  review, unless the information is 
proteaed from public didosum in 
accordance with NRC requirements in 
10 CFR 2.790. 

In the scoping process, psrticipants 
are invited to speak or submit written 
comments, as noted above, on my or rll 
of the areas described above. In 

(17 IndJcure zhe relutionship between 

. conpkion of the final EIS, the NRC 

S’LFPOrt PteQUEt iO I I  Of the ms. h y  

rccordmm with i o  CFR 51.29, at the 
arndurian of the rcoplq p r a r u .  NRC 
wil l  pmpam conciao lummuy of the 
determinatioru m d  conclusion8 
reached. indudin the significant issues 
identified. and wit send a copy to each 
pmcipant in the scoping process. 

Dated 8t M e .  Muyktd. this 18th dry 
of Novembr 1903. 

For the U.S Nuclear Regulatory 
Comrmsrron 
loha H. Austin. 
CJuef, homrmssromng and Regulatory 
Issues Branch, Drvrrron of&w-tvel Waste 
Sfanuguncnt and Dccommrssroning, of/rce af 
Xuclear .Uaterrd Safety and Safeguards 
fFR Doc 93-29014 Flled 11-24-93.8 45 unl 
ULUWO toot -4 .9  

Advisory C m M w  on Ructor 
Safqwrds Subcommlttw on Pknnlng 
and Procodunr; MoaUng 

The ACRS Subcommittee on Planning 
and Procedures will hold a meeting on 
December 8.1993. room P422,7920 
Norfolk Avenue. Bethesda, MD. 

The en- mwting will be open to 
public attendanm, with the exception of 
a portion that may be closed pursuant 
to 5 U.S.C. S52b(c)(2) and (6) to discuss 
oganizstional and personnel mattan 
that relate mlely to internal personuel 
rubs and practices of ACRS md mntters 
the release of which would -present a 
clearly unwururted invasion of 
p e t ~ 0 ~ 1  privacy. 

Tho agenda for the subject meeting 
&all be as follows: 
Wednesday, Dcccmba 8 , 1 Q # M  pm. 
Until 6 p.m. 

The Subwdttm will di.curs 
proposed ACRS activities, practices and 

rocedunr for canductin8 Cbmmittm E usinms, md asapizatonal md 
prsonnel matten mlnting to ACRS m d  
its staff. The puqma of this meet@ is 
to gather Lnfannation, analyze ralwant 
issues and facts, urd to formulate 
proposed poritionn and actions, u 
appropriate, for dmlibmtion by the full 
Con. mittw . 

old statements my be resented by 
memtmnofthe ~blicwirghe . 
concurrence of t! e Subcommittee 
Chairman; written statements will be 
accepted and made available to the 
Committee. Electronic mcotdingr will 
be ermined only during t h ~ t g O M 0 ~ ~  
of 5 e m m i q t h a t u e o p n t o  e 

ublic, m d  questions may k asked only 
y members of the Subcommittee, its 

consultants, and staff. Persons desiring 
to make oral statements should notify 
the ACRS staff member named below IU 
far in edvancc u ia practiuble 10 thrt 
appropriate arrangements am be made. 

~ 

therefor can be obtained by contacting 
the cognitaqt ACRS staff person, Dr. 
John T. L a r h  (telephone 3011492- 
4516) between 730 a.m. and 4:15 p.m., 
EST. Perrons p h n i n g  to attend this 
meeting are urged to contact the above 
named individual five days before the 
scheduled meeting to be advised of any 
changes in schedule. ex.. that may have 
occurred. 

sun h a i s w r m y ,  
Dated: Novexber 13.1993. 

Chief, Nuclear Reocfors Branch 
in Doc. 93-20090 Fihd 11-24-95.6 43 am] 
Y W G C O O L ~ Y  

poekmt No. Ss3121 

&cnmanto Municipal Utility District 
(Rancho 0.Co Nuciur Generating 
Smtion); Examption 
I 

The Sacramento Municipal Utility 
District (SMUD or the licensee) is the 
holder of Facility Operatin License No. 

other things, thn! it is subject to all 
d e s ,  regulations, m d  orders of the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the 
Commission or NRC) now or hereafter 
in effect. The facility consists of a 

E cansee rftr in Sacramento County. 
California. m d  is nvrsntly defueled 
with fuel stored in the spent fuel pool. 
Additionally, a confirmatory order 
prevents the movement of the fuel into 
the reactor building without NRC 

DPR-54. The license pmvi i es, among 

mswized water reactor locsted at the 

approval. 
n 
The Rancho &ICO Nuclear Generating 

Station (Rancho k o )  w*as permanently 
shut down on lune 7.1989. and 
completely defueled on December 8. 
1989. The NRC in Amendment No. 117. 
dated Mach 17,1892. modified Facility 
Operating License No. DPR-54 to a 
Possession Only License POL). The 
license is conditioned so that SMUD is 
not authorized to o erate or place fuel 
in the rsactor varse!, thus formalizing 
the licensee commitment to 
pemmentl cease power operations. 

By letter Jated Hovember 14,1990. 
and supplemented by letter dated 
October IS, 1992, the licensee requested 
a reduction in primary financial 
coverage and m exemption from 
participation in the industry 

-. 



@ Public Meeting on the Scope 

of the Environmental Impact Statement 

for Shieldalloy Metallurgical Corporation's 

Facility in Newfield, NJ 

December 17, 1993 
Fmnrklinville, NJ 
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FACT SHEET 

Shieldalloy employs 228 people at the plant, 

The plant is a high-tech metallurgical facility producing ferroalloys and aluminum 
alloys, - specialty alloys for technical and defense applications. 

One of those alloys is ferrocolumbium, an important addition to high-grade steels. 
Although ferrocolumbium is non-radioactive, one of the raw materials used to 
produce it, columbium ore, is slightly radioactive. The ferrocolumbium product 
process generates slightly radioactive slag and baghouse dust which are stored on site 
in a controlled area known as the storage yard. 

The slag is in the form of a glass-like rock. The baghouse dust, while originally in 
a loose form, sets up like cement when it becomes damp. 

Although only slightly radioactive, and in no way a threat to nearby residents, the 
materials are regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission '("NRC'). 

The NRC, in its 1993 Updated Report on Site Decommissioning Management Plan, 
says that "the site poses no immediate threat to public healtb and safety'' 
(Page A-202). 

Shieldalloy has a license from the NRC to process the columbium ore and to possess 
the mildly radioactive material in the slag and baghouse dust. If ever 
ferrocolumbium production ceases the NRC will require Shieldalloy to decommission 
the site. To achieve that goal Shieldalloy plans to stabilize the material in the 
storage yard with the NRC's approval, to cover it with a multi-media cover, 
revegetate the site, institute long-term surveillance, and to mange for some 
permanent restrictions on future use of the site. 

Once the site is decommissioned in that fashion the maximum exposure a member 
of the general public could receive from it is calculated to be less than one millirem 
per year above background, using very conservative assumptioar. By way of 
comparison, every person in the United States receives, on average, a radiation level 
of 360 millirem every year from normal background radiation. The average 
background level in Denver, Colorado is 410 millirem per year due primarily to that 
city's greater altitude. One would receive a fifty times greater excess radiation level 
by moving to Denver, Colorado than by moving directly on top of the capped storage 
yard. 

As a result of downward price pressures in its p r h q  metals markets, and for other 
financial reasons, Shieldalloy filed for protection from its creditors under Chapter 11 
of the Bankruptcy Code on September 2, 1993. Shieldalloy must present a viable 
Business Plan in order to restructure its finances and emerge from Chapter 11. 
However, Shieldalloy must be able to estimate the cost of decommissioning the site 
in order to determine if reorganization is feasible, a fact that Shieldalloy has 
communicated to the NRC and the NRC has acknowledged. 





would OCNT witb a Iicenree or 
responrible party doea not  comply&^ 
an approved decommissionin# p k  or 
provides false information. 

The NRC will inform EPA about 
specific decommirsioning actions at . 
sites. NRC will dso faform State a d  
local agencier that &ve jwirdiction 
over arpectn concerning 
decommissioning actionr. 
C. Timing .. 

fhe  hXC staff will addm8 the thing 
of SDhP rite cleanups on a careby- 
care baris, witb tbe expectation that 
deanup generally be completed within 
about 4 yean diu operationr that 
mused the contaminstion ct(lw or 3 
yean after irsuance of an initial deanup 
order. To achieve this objective, major 
decommiarioning mileatoner rhould be 
established witbin the following 
timeframer: 
1. A i  soon a8 practical. but g m e d y  

not later than 12 month8 after 
notification by the NRC that 
decommiarioning ir expected to 
commence. tbe licensee or rerponsible 
party identified by the NRC rhodd 
submit to the NRC an adequate rite 
characterizetion report if that ha8 aot 
yet been completed. Tbe NRC 
encouragea early rad rubatantive 
coordination and communiution 
between the licenan or rerponrible 
party in planning for rite 
characterization. indudmg NRC rrvim 
of rite characterization plans. 

2 AB soon a8 practical, but gencrally 
not later than 6 month after NRC 
approval of the site characterization 
report tbe bccnrce or rerponrible party 
rhould rubmit to the NRC a rite 
decommissioning plan for approval 
baaed on the rite characterization 
rerultr. Tbe decommirrioning plan 
rhould include uheduler for completing 
rite decommirsioning work in a timely 
urd effective manner, including plana to 
dispose of contaminated materislr either 
onsite pursuant to 10 CFR 20302 (or 10 
CFR 202002 of tbe revired 10 CFR part 
20). or at r Lcenaed disposal fadlity 
offsite. 
3. As soon aa practical but generally 

not later than 18 m o n h  after NRC 
approval of the rite decommirrioning 
plan. the liccaacc or nsponrible p a w  
rhould complete all decornmisrioning 
work and tenninetion rurvcyc, r o  that 
riter or facilities can be released for 
unrestric!ed uae after termination of the 
licenre. 0 8  appropriate. 

In implementing thir approrth !he 
NRC will ertablirh rpecific and 
enforceable milestone, for each phare 

i 

li&&oGparuihie p& to 
demonrtkte good cause for delayiag 
deanup' baaed on technical and rirk 
reduction'wnriderationr. or for rearoM 
beyond b e t  arntml NRC reecognizea 
that at ~itsr oaotaining hazardous 
chemical wwer.  schedules will depend. 
at Iewt in pu. on b e  n-ry 
review uul approvalr by other 
nrpamibleagaaciea (ea., EPA or State 
mgenciu). - . 
D. Site Ciwmclezizotion - 

inadequate rite chamcterizstian bar 
been one of the technicel hues  that har 
delayed timely approval and 

.tmplemmtation of rite-rpcdfic 
decomminrioDLng actions. Therefon. the 
NRC ia developing new guidance on the 
content af acceptable rite 
characterization program conducted fn 
rupporl of decommirrioning actionr. 
The NRC h r  developed a draf~ 
"Guidance Manual for Conducting 
Radiological Surveys in Support of 
Ucenre Tanaimtion" (NuREc/CR- - 
5849) * thmugh Oak Ridge Associated 
Univcnitier.-Thir draft manual, which 
will be pubhhed for interim use and 
wduation in April i W Z  ahodd be ,. 
consulted regarding geaerd aspectr of 
rite chrrrcterjzation activitier In 
addition, thir draft manual should be - 
used by licmrecr when d u c t i n g  
radiological r w e p  in rupport of 
liceme terminrtiom i~ the toterim until 
the manual im finalized NRC i m  
developirq additional guidance on 
rpecific arpectn of rite cbaracterizetioa, 
nrcb a0 hydrqeologic ar rer~~~ent  of 
contanbated &ea. - Until rpcdfic M C  guidance on site 
cbuactuiution tr developed, licexueea 
rbould coatinuc to d e w  rrlevant 
information from existing docummu un 
rite charaeterStion ruch ar those 
identified below. Although NRC 
rccognizea that there documeau doaot 
completely addrarr rite chanctcriutim 
nee& for decodrrioniag, pIe of there 
referencar, in addition to s i tcrpwSc 
consultation Wttb the NRC SM, will 
belp eaaure that rite characterization in 
appropriately planned and conducted u) 
that f i ~ l  rite cburcteriution reporb 
are rubmitted witb midma1 defidenclm 
and io r timely manner. Tbe following 
ooeumenu; available &om tbe NRC . 
hbhc Document Room. rhould be 

~ U & & o n m m t a l  S w e y  and Site 
hresmnent Program" Oak Ridse 
Associated Universities. March 1990. 
2 "Lboretory Procedwr Manual for 

the Environmental Survey and Site 
hsessmcnt Rogrm." Revirion 5. Oak 
Ridge Asaocieted Univmitier. February 

3. "Qurlity hrurance Manual for the 
Oak Ridge Amracirted Univmlt~es' 
Environmental Survey and Site 
hrerrment Program." Revision 3. Oak 
Ridge hrocieted Univeraitier. February 
1990. 

4. "Monitoring for Compliance W ~ t b  
Deconunirsioning Ternation Survey 
Criteria:' NUREG/CR-2WA* lune 1981. 

S. 'Guidance on the Application of 
Quality hrurmce for Charademing a 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Khsposal 
Site," NLJREG-1383, October 1890. 

E. W u r w  to Compd Time& 
Cieonup 

Ibe  NRC staff will reek vohntary 
cooperation by licen~eer or other 
rcrponrible partlea in ertablirhing and 
implementing dccommirrioning plana in 
accordance with the objectiver of thir 
Action P h  For ritcn with active NRC 
iiceawr, an approved decommissioning 
plan thrt includes appropriate rchedules 
and deanup kveb will be incorporated 
in@ the license by unendamt through 

;normal licensing p d u m .  For riter 
(.with joint licensn (Le.. f ad t i e r  that 
~ r r m r  both a material8 and a non- 

'.;@wer reactor license). a coordmated 
approach under both licenrer will be 
taken in ertablirhing appropriate 
rcbeduler m d  pluu  for 
dccommirrionlng. If a rite ir not under 
an active liceme, tbe NRC mry impose a 
decommirrionkrg plan by d e r .  
In cares wbere voluntary cooperation 

i a  ineffective in establishing acceptable 
achedulea for complctins 
decommirrioning actionr. the NRC will 
ertablirh legally binding requirements 
and take enforcement mction, as 
necerrary. to compel timely and 
effective deanup of SDMP riter. 
Demand8 for Information may be ured 
to ertablirh licensee commitments to 
perform major decommirrioning 
activitier. Enforcement actionn may 

.1m. 

8 Copir of N L i  may k purchrMd from the 
fbpenntendent of Documcntr. U S  Covemmcnt 
h n h w  otficc. P.0 Boa rrOar Waahuuton. DC 
m C n + m  b p w  am ala0 rvrilrble from the 
Naborul TKbniul Womul~on Scma. W Perf 
b y d  R o d  Spnn#~eld. VA a m .  A copy 18 dm 
rvmil.ble for mipecbon andlor ropm at the %RC 
-Public Document ROOEL troo L Stmet. NW. (Lower 
level). Wmahuyma OC 
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SHIELDALLDY METALLURGICAL CORPORATION, NEWFIELD, N j  

Site IdentifScation 
Shieldalloy Metallurgical Corporation 
Newfield, NJ 

LicMsc No.: SMB-gm774 0 
Docket No.: 040-07102 
License Status: Active-timely renewal 
h j e a  Manager: Gary Comfort, FCSS 
LLWM Monitor: C. Glenn 

Site and Operations 
Specialty fe rn  alloys arc manufactured at this facility. The site awes 27 hectarcs (67 acres) in Newfieid. New 
Jersey. Operations began in 1955 and are on-going. mere are multiple buildings on the propew. however. all 
Ynelring operations involving source ma:erial are conducted in a foundry near the west central ponion of tht 
sirc Ljctnsed ormare stored in a warehouse near the foundry. Licensed slag containing thoriumand u r a n m  IS 
k a t e d  in two piles (standard ratio and high ratio) in a controlled area. Exhaust air from processing activ~;,r, 
passes through baghouse dust collecton. Dust colltctcd in the baghouses is conaidered as licursed material and 
is accmlated m a pile located within the confines of the controlled area. These piles are &scribed kh. 

Standard Ratio Pile -- this pile consists of 42,000 metric tons (46,100 tons) of slag in a volume of 16.800 rn3 
(595,000 ft3). The slag contains concentrations of Th-232 averaging 19.1 Bq (516 pCi)lg, Ra-226 avcraging4.55 
Bq (123 pCi)/g, and U-238 averaging 7.47 Bq (202 pCi)/g. 

High Ratio Pile - this pile consists of 3#K) metric tons of slag m a volume of loo0 m3 (3S..ooO ha). The slag 
contams concentrations of Th-232averaging l3.5Bq (366pCi)/g, Ra-226awraging 2.6Bq (69pCiYg. and U-238 
averaging 3.9 Bq (105 pCi)/g. 

Baghouse Dust Pile -- this pile consists of 12oOO metric tons (13.400 tons)oflimedurt in a vdume of 15.W rn3 

' 

1 
I 

(5%,000 ft3) with concentrations of Th-232 averaging 20 Bq(55 pCi)/g and Ra-226 and U-238 each averaging 
0.59 Bq (16 pCi)/g. 

Processing of non-radioactive materials in other (i.e., non-licensed)facilities on the site has resulted in a plume 
of chemical (non-radioactive) contamination in the ground water (primarily chromium).This hascaused rhesite 
to be a high-priority listing on the Superfund National Priorities List (NPL). Ground water remediation is 
ongoing. 

Fadioactivc Wastes 
;Is around the piles, and at numerous locations around the main yard of the site and foundry building. are 

wntaminated. Average roil concentrations Of Th-232, Ra-226, and U-238 arc 1.06 Bq (28.6 pCi)/g, 031 Rq (8.4 
pCi)/g, and 0.39 Bq (10.5 pCi)/g, rtspectivdy. 

Some offsite contamination has occurred. Levels of radionuclides in some mil samples outside the pcrimctcr 
fence urceed 037 Bq (10 pCi)/g above background for thorium and radium and 1.3 Bq (35pCi)/g for uranium. 
Certain offsite loca: 'KC .:n Haul Road, which leads f . the southern pcnmeter of the site to Weymouth Road. 
have elevated levels of direct gamma radiation (grater than 0.0258 [lo pR)lhr above background). 
Haul Road and its immediate Vicinity have not been adequately charaaerized. 

Since December 1989 Shieldalloy has been performing quarterly gross alpha and gross beta analyses on grab 
samples obtained from 5 wells located on-site and down-gradient, and 1 well located on-site and upgradient 
from the Source Material Storage Yard (SMSY). These samples have occasionaJly indicated elevated conccn- 
trations, the highest being 2.5 Bq (67 pCi)/l gross alpha and 20 Bq (530 pCi)/l gross beta. Sedimenis Itom area 
drainage pathways leading from the site indicate some locations of contamination at and just beyond the plant 
perimeter but there is no accumulation of radioactivity in area Surzacc water. 

NUREG-1444 A% 




